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BY KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
A couple of pranks culminated 
in two things: several hours of de-
bate within the private quarters of 
_Student Senate and the requested 
formal apology of Administrative 
Vice Pr~sident Damon Halverson. 
The apology' is for the misuse of 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) material and abuse of execu-
tive power. 
Halverson, who serves as one 
of three executive officers. wi.thin 
SGA, recently adII1itted to provid-
ing 20-25 sheets of SGA letterhead 
to be used as a prankon some mem-
bers of the Xavier women's lacross·e 
team. , . . . , , 
The letterhead was used in 
response to a pr~rik members ofthe 
team pulled on those who reside at 
965 Dana Ave. in the form oflitter-
ing the yard with over 70 political. "crime;" The lettenvas signed "Bill 
campaign signs during the.night. Sheridan," an alias believed to rep-
As a way to get back at the resent an executive position within 
group of friends for the prank, .two Student Services. · · 
of the people at 965 Daria Ave. Freshman Laura Oe Vore was 
typed memos on SGA letterhead, one of the members of the team who 
provided by Halverson, to the fresh~ · received a letter, believed to be from 
men members of the lacrosse team · SGA. 
suspected .of being involved with "At first we were afraid, and 
the yard sign prank. when we called the guys they played 
The letter, addressed to each along as if it was real. But then 
individuual, cited imaginary codes when we realized it was a prank, we 
and statutes of a nonexistant hand- thought it was all in good fun," she 
book, saying their actions were dis- said. "We neve.r thought it.would go 
respectful to the individual, to oth- this far." 
ers, to the authority of the club and By "this far" De Vore was ref-
to property. erencing the Student Senate's re~ 
Becaus·e these individuals· .· sponse to Ha!Verson'sactiohs, a re~ 
. ~~~e iii ""'.iolati~n" ofconduct codes, sponse'which' was'ihiti~tedoil Mon:. 
the memo said, the women's la- day, Nov. 17 and finally reconciled 
crosse team could face a one-year this past Monday. 
suspension and a loss of funds if 
they were found guilty of the (Please see Letterhead, page 2) 
Miamipulls upset, hands XU first loss 
.- . . . .. ·-. 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN. 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Miami University kept alive a·22 game 
home basketball winning streak Tuesday night 
by upsetting Xavier 80-72. . 
. The Redhawk defense was responsible . 
for the win. Miami used a tight man-to-man 
defense to effectively halt the Xavier offense. 
Xavier turned the ball over 19 times and 
Miami converted on many of those opportu-
nities to scord 20 points off of those turnovers. 
· When . Xavier did get shots off, they · 
didn't fall. Xavier made just 28 of 69 at-
tempts, including shooting 5-20 from three 
point land. 
. Meanwhile, the Redhawk offense was: 
red hot. Wally Szczerbiak led the way with29 
points on 11-15 shooting. Damon frierson 
added 23 points. · 
"We tried to find an answer for 
Szczerbiak. Different guys tried, but we 
couldn't solve him," said head coach Skip 
Prosser. · · 
Miami jumped out quickly to take a 5-
0 lead. The Redhawks opened up that lead 
throughout the half. By halftime, Miami had 
built a 42-26 lead. 
. Xavier's offenseled to their d~mise. In 
the first half, Xavier hit justl 0 of 26 shots for 
a 38.5 percent shooting perc~ntage.· 
· "In the first half, we didn't run our 
offense. We tried to shoot our way out m'ld we 
dug a hole for ourselves," said James Posey. · 
80 - 72 
· Gmy Lumpkin was one of the many Musketeers that were stymied by the 
Miami defense on Tuesday. Lumpkin shot only 5-15 from the field and 2-9 
from three point range. 
Miami had a defender in the face of got few open looks at the basket, and the 
every XU shooter. rhe Muskies looked hur- . Redhawks closed off the passing lanes. 
ried, tur~ing the ball over 12 times in the first . XU' s troubled offense disabled the 
half. · Muskies entire attack. For Xavier's game 
Xavier struggled at the start of the ·sec- plan to work, they need to hit buckets to set up 
ond half as welt The Muskies took a 20 their press. · 
second time out after mfasing four straight · On Tuesday night, even when Xavier 
shots and Darnell Williarns picked up a charge. got into the press, the Redha:.vks beat it. 
The offensive Woes co~tinued to be Miami made passes overthe-top of Xavier's 
caused by Miami's man-to-man defense. XU traps to get the ball down the floor. 
"There's a lot of things we didn.'t do," 
said point guard Gary Lumpkin. "We didn't 
knock down open shots, we didn't defend in 
the halfcourt. We have to go back to work and 
get better." 
Xavier did make a late charge and re-
. fused to quit. They slowly crawled their way 
back into the game after going down by 24 
points six minutes into the second half. 
After another Szczerbiak jumper, 
Xavier put up nine unanswered points to draw 
within seven with 2:56 left. 
Szczerbiak made another jumper and 
added a free throw, then Lumpkin answered 
with apruroffoul shots of his own, making it 
73-65 with 1:49 left. 
Torraye Braggs tipped in a Lumpkin 
miss with 1 :25 left. The Muskies then re-
sorted to fouling, and the Redhawks responded 
by hitting seven of eight foul shots down the 
stretch. Lenny Brown led Xavier with 19 
points and Posey had his fourth double-double 
of the season with 17 points ~nd 11 rebounds. 
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Changing ATMs 
The two A TM machines located' outside the Univer-
sity Center will be changed during Dec. 18-Dec. 23. The 
Jeanie/ATM, facing Walsh and Kuhlman will now be 
provided by Fifth Third Bank, and the MAC/ ATM, facing 
Brockman, near the Musketeer Inn, will be provided by 
Star Bank. The ATMs will also switch locations·. Call 
745-4281 with questions. 
More Coke winners 
Coke is giving away four tickets to each winner for 
a Cincinnati Cyclones hockey game or a Silverbacks 
soccer game. Tickets are good for any home game at the 
Crown, at the dis.cretion of the winner. Winners will find 
stickers on the Coca-Cola products in the vending ma-
chines, and may be redeemed for four tickets at Auxiliary 
Services in Walsh Hall. · 
. '. ' .,. 
AIICard closes 
. . 
The AllCard Center.will be closed the week of Dec. 
15 for implementation of new. sdftware replacing the 
· ·Aramark system presently being ·utilized. Copy Cards 
will still be serviced from the Auxilary Services office on 
the second floor of Walsh Hall. 
·SntashUC 
., This Friday, Dec. 12 from 12-4 p.m., MortarBoard 
is sponsoring a Bash the Bearcats Cross-town Crash Car. 
people may crash into the Bearcats Crash Car for $1. The 
event will take place in front of the Health and Counseling 
Center in Kuhlman. 
-compiled by Kara Benken 
S~curi ty Notes 
Wednesday, Dec. 3, 7:30 p.m. 
A student was detained and subsequently brought up on 
charges for possession of stolen property when the student set off 
the magnetic sensors while attempting to exit the McDonald 
Library with a stolen magazine. · ' 
Thursday, Dec. 4, 1:15 p.m. · 
An off-campus commuter student will face interdisciplinary 
charges for tampering and then sealing university property. The 
student removed a wheel locker immobilizer from his vehicle, 
while it was parked illegally in the North campus Physical Plant 
reserved area, and then absconded with it. 
·Thursday, Dec. 4, 8:40 p.m. 
A visitor on campus reported that her wallet was stolen out 
of her purse while she was in the Grill. · 
Security Note of the Week 
Sunday, Dec. 7, 12:45 a.m. 
A female student in Brockman Hall was cited for. · 
disorderly conduct while intoxicated for vomiting in the 
back of the Xavier .Shuttle Van. . · . 
·compiled by Amy Zywicki 
_.,. 
·. Letterhea,d ov~trule$,pt~li}{s 
·· foiriform'tlie public of the misuse of· w9uldtheteby discred°h the a:ssocia-
power," said Chair of the Sen.ate tion.. · · · 
Relations Committee Brendon Cull. ·"Every mip.ute we were in 
(continued from page 1) ·· 
The letters were brought to 
.Senator Bill Kellermeyer's atten-
tion, who then addressed the issue at 
the Nov. 17 meeting. 
. The letters. were brought to 
the attention of Senate after 
Kellermeyer moved that Senate go· 
into "Executive Session," which is a 
For this reason, the Associa~ Executiv~ Session was grueling and 
tion Affairs Committee of the Stu- Tm proud of our Senate for taking 
dent Senate wa~ called upon. to in- ·the amount ofti1llejt didto make· a 
vestigate the matter and then make a •· de~ision; It· WaS;· ~y ~o •.means ·an 
recommendation baSed on this iri- easy decision ·(or· any of the sena- · 
vestigation to the Senate. In addi- . ·tors," said Cull. . · 
·. time for internal issues to be dis-
cussed within clqsed doors (not open 
to the public as their meetings usu-
ally are) for an indeterminate runount 
of tinie. It was here Halverson ad-
mitted he provided the writers with 
tion to interviewing Halverson and Dave Coyfo, SGA president, 
other residents of 965 Dana Ave.,· . recognized the situation needed' to 
the committee thought about conse- ' be addressed. ''Damon niade a mis-. 
quences for Halverson' s actions, take and he sincerely apologized{9r 
including the possibility ofimpeach- it weeks ago. That should have been 
ment. the end of it," said Coyle. . . 
"I know what I did was Senators however, disagreed. 
·the letterhe.ad: Senate was in Ex- wrong," said Halverson, ''But! also "We thought it was best for 
ecutive Sessfon for overl 0 hours at 
over three different meetings. 
"According to the SGA Con-
stitution, it is wrong for an officer to 
discredit the association, and it is 
therefore the duty of senators as 
representatives of the student body 
·wonder .if senators shouldn't ·be · the student body and for everyone 
spending more time dealing wi'th . involved to be held accountable. No 
the concerns of the other 6,000 'stu- business was ignored during the time 
dents on campus." we were in Executive Session, it 
Theconcernsamongthesena- was m,erely postponed," said Cull. 
tors . were that the letters were a 
misrepresentation of SGA, which 
Endowment front the Huntanities 
BY KARA BENKEN 
NEWS EDITOR 
in purchasing cumcular materials, ative proposals'' by NEH, the grant 
and by bringing in n~tionally and represents an enthusiastic endorse-
internationally known schol.ars who ment of the Ethics/Religion and 
Xavier announced yesterday will teach students and 'lead faculty Society, (E/RS) are of the curric1.1:~ 
th~t the school was. awarded a · seminars. · · lum, according to University ~ela-
$400,000 challenge grant by the The University has over four tions. · 
· National Endowment for the Hu- years to raise the $1.6 million neces- "The bottom line is this grant 
manities (NEH) to support an en- sary to provide the non-federal match will strengthen an important part of 
. dowed chair in the Ethics/Religion and may do ~his through individu- our core c~rriculum and enhance 
and Society area of the curriculum. als, corporations or foundations. ·. the students' educational experi-
The University was one of six . "We are very excited about ence,'~ said Grahani. . . 
colleges and universities recognized this. This is the largest· grant . the Dr; William Madges, who. is 
nationally, and one of 27 institu- University has ever received from on the E/RS committee and a theol~ · 
tions overall to receive the NEH. thistypeofsourceinthiscamp~gn," ogyprofessor, will:~ctaschairofthe 
grant in 1997.. sai.d Fr. Mike Grahamjvice presi- grant, with .t.he help .Of Dr. Car91· 
, , . · .... The Il1~m~y from ~e g,rant will dent foru,niversity relations;. . R'ankin, associate academic, yice · 
be released over a three year period, "Also,. we got this on tpe. fir~t · president, .and Dr. Lila Cox, director 
and will be used to strengthen the try. That usually doesn't happen," 6(grant services/ · 
curriculum through the sponsorship said Graham. 
,of faculty development initiatives, Cited as "one of the more ere-
Tickets gone 
(continued from page 1) 
"We brought the TV from the SAC office and 
watched classic movies l.ike "Top Gun," "Rain man," 
and "Goonies," said Grunzinger. 
Klam() also provided for the experience through 
the conveniently located SAC office. 
"We _tried to bring out the couch, but they 
[Safety & Security] wouldn't let us. So we just 
brought out the cushions instead," she said. 
The extra time this week before finals pro-
vided them w,ith the opportunity toforget the books. 
for a while, and instead learn to play chess and have 
fun camping out indo.ors. . . . . · · . 
· "We werebonding,"~sai.dGrunzinger. · : '· ' 
Both girls ~lept less than an hour while waiting 
for tickets. · · 
"This isothe year we annihilate UC!" was the· 
phrase giving meaning to their strategy of sleeping 
·out. 
By 8:45 a'.m,, the line stretched. throughout the . 
University Center, into the Downurider. Several 
local news crews were also on the scene. recording 
the event. · . · 
Approximately· 900 tickets were made avail-
able to students, although some were reserved for 
those students involved with x~Factor and Univer-
sity Singers, who will be performing at the game. 
Student Services distributed 84(:) vouchers to stu-
dents Tuesday. 
Contrary to circulating rumors, each student 
with a voucher is guaranteed a seat at the game when 
presented with a Xavier ID, although seating for the . 
floor is on a first-come, first-serve basis. The first 
150 students With vouchers at the .women's game 
againsiButler at 1 p.m. in Schrriidt Fieldhoyse will , 
receive a floor seat at the Gardens for the men's game . 
at 5 p.m. 
Medalawartlecl~ ·.· 
Ass'f.NEwsEDITOR · 
'• . ' i. 
. ,. The Rey. Maurice Mccrackin was awarded the 
. 1997St. Francis Xavier Med~lfor his life long dedica~ 
tion to social causes and the service of.others. He was 
presented with the award by Rev.James Hoff, president 
of Xavier, on Sunday, D~c. i at a brunch in the Univer-. 
sity·center. . 
~·I can't begin to tell .you what an honor.this is,'' 
said Rev. McCracki.n •. "For most of my life, I have been 
close to the community through my church and priest-
hood; always striving to uphold justic~ as a Jesuit and a 
human being." · . . 
Rev Mccrackin.was pastor of the Community 
Church of Cincinnati for over 35 years. He retired eight 
·years ago, but he continues to dedicate his life to 
correcting social injustices through service to others. 
"We live in a universe where all life should be 
seen as sacred. Yet each day we see those in need of help 
and walk right by," said Rev. Mccrackin. "We as. 
Christians need to.live our lives in a way that demon-
strates respect arid concern for what is happeningin cmr 
society and work together to make changes that will · 
better all humanity." 
The St. Francis Xavier Medal is one of the highest 
awards given out by Xavier. It is named for the patron · 
saint of Xavier University and recognizes outstanding 
.individuals who, through their lives and their endeav-
ors, exemplify the qualities that made Francis Xavier a 
saint of action, courage, daring, andimagination. 
Past recipients of the St. Francis Xavier Medal 
include Rabbi Alfred Gottschalk (1996) of Hebrew 
Union College, Fr. Edward Brueggeman, S.J., (1987) a 
former member of the Xavier department of theology 
and Fr. John Felten, S.J., (1994) who currently serves as 
·.the Xavier University archivist. · 
Li . 
.. · ·· .. · .· ·•.· . . . . . . ... 
Commllnity ·mourns sister Grant· unites 
Jesuit colleges BY AMY ZYWICKI ASST. NEWS EDITOR 
. The Xavier community is mourning the death. 
of a woman who dedicated not only her time, but her 
life to service and education. Sister Mary Virginia 
Sullivan, R.S.M. died suddenly on Monday at the 
Franciscan Hospital in Mount Airy. 
For 35 years, Sister Sullivan served as dean 
and president of Our Lady of Cincinnati/ Edgecliff 
College. 
"She . endowed it with the full vigor of her. 
maturity during the 25 years that she was its dean and. 
the seven years of her presidency," said Sally Th-
ompson Watson, amemberoftheBoard ofDirectors 
of Edgecliff Alumni and an assistant professor of 
English. 
"Her tenure of office was as remarkable for its 
character as for its accomplishments." 
In 1967, Our Lady of Cincinnati became 
Edgecliff and in 1980 it was joined to Xavier Univer-
sity. 
Sister Sullivan resigned her presidency to as-
sume a position with the the Sisters of Mercy as the 
Provincial Director of Higher Education. 
As director, she studied, evaluated and devel-
oped the apostolate of education and functioned as a 
consultor to the Provincial Council, "In recognition 
of her outstanding contributions to the field of edu-
cation," Xavier awarded her an honorary Doctor of 
Laws. d,egree. 
"Hers is an achievement of enormous cost in 
human effort, for she worked very hard, ·pushing 
endlessly forward against new demands and increas-
ing needs and oppressive detail and always insuffi-
cient money," said Watson. 
Xavier annually bestows the Sister Mary Vir-
: ginia Sullivan Award to an alumna of Our Lady of 
' Cincinnati/ Edgecliff College in recognition of her 
,. tenure there. 
"To the alumnae particularly, Sister Mary Vir-
ginia has been an example of faith and service - the 
embodiment of the educated Catholic woman who is 
ever gracious and warmhearted," said Audrey 
Donahue, president of the Alumnae Association of 
Edgecliff.·· 
. "Our lasting tribute will be emulation of the 
virtues she has set before us.'' 
The Sister Sullivan award is given for out-
standing service either to Edgecliff or to some other 
BY WILLIAM KONOP 
NEWS WRITER 
The Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities (AJCU) has 
received a$58,000 technological grant from the Department of Commerce's 
§ National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) 
~ that may have a profound effect on the future education experience at 
·a Xavier. 
~ The award from theNTIA is the result of an application for money 
'""' made by the conference of the Deans of Adult and Continuing Education, 
'a; 
;>. representing AJCU member colleges, including Xavier. 
t:~= The grant is a planning grant that will be used by AJCU administra:-
- tors to hire the consulting firms Hezel and Associates and Evans Associates 
~ to draw up a proposal for a multi-million dollar electronic system that could 
i.. connect all of the Jesuit Colleges together using the internet and satellite 
Sister Mary Sullivan died at the age of 91. 
sector of the community whether.in public or private 
life, through career or volunteer work. This service 
could be to the church, the family, the arts, business 
profession, politics or civic and charitable organiza-
. tions. Therecipientoftheawardreflects acommitment 
to the moral.and intellectual values and ideals which 
marked Sister Sullivan's life. 
This year's recipient was Theresa Bruemmer. 
Bruemmer is a 1959 Edgecliff graduate and director of 
The Pregnancy Problein Center East. 
"Ijustlovedher. She was a.treasure and a big part 
of my life," said Bruemmer. "I am sure she is nowjust 
rejoicing in heaven.'' . 
Upon learniqg of Sister Sullivan's death, Rev. 
James .Hoff, president of Xavier had this to say .. 
. . "Sister Sullivan was thoroughly committed· to 
the intellectual, spiritual and moral preparation of young 
people in her care at Our Lady of Cincinnati/ Edgecliff 
College/' said Father Hoff; · · · 
"Her legacy lives on in the thousands of alumnae 
whose lives she.touched and who daily make valuable 
contributions to the family, civic and religious life of 
Cincinnati and. the world." 
For information concerning .her wake and burial; 
contact Sister Loraine Marie Peter, R.S.M. at 221-
1800. 
television. 
There are eight goals of the proposal planning project, including the 
development of a network, the enhancement of technology, the expansion 
of community education, the expansion ofJesuit education, the access of 
more women and minorities to education, sharing, saving money and 
enhancing adult learning. 
The proposal will be submitted back to NTIA next year and if it is 
accepted, the grant for building the network will be made. 
According to Xavier's AJCU Dean's Conference representative, Sue 
Wideman of the Center for Adult and Part-time Students, the technology· 
would allow students at Xavier to watch live classroom broadcasts of 
·famous faculty from other universities on satellite television. 
This opens· up potential for more distance learning programs and 
internet learning in class. "This is an exciting chance to come up with a plan 
that can improve the education:-of all students," said Wideman. 
The planning proposal is due by the 1998 school year and NTIA 
grants for more building funds will be applied for by the end of the century. 
Other members of the AJCU include Spring·Hill College,. Loyola 
Marymount, the University of San Francisco, Santa Clara College, Regis, 
Fairfield University, Georgetown Loyola of Chicago, Loyola of New 
Orleans, Loyola of Maryland, Boston College, Holy Cross. Detroit Mercy, 
Rockhurst College,. St.: Louis, Creighton, St. Peter's College, Canisius, 
Fordham, Le Moyne; John Carroll, St. Joseph, the.University of Scranton, 
Gonzaga, Wheeling Jesuit College and Marquette University. · 
· Biology profs' efforts rewarded 
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY 
NEWS WRITER 
Xavier biology professor Dr. Lisa Close-
Jacob was recently recognized at a luncheon 
given by the Greater Cincinnati Consortium of 
Colleges and Universities· (GCCCU) for the 
Bishop Fenwick a ward she received from Xavier 
last spring. · 
The luncheon was held to celebrate and 
recognize teachers throughout the area who 
have received awards for outstanding teaching. 
The Bishop Fenwick Award was pre-
sented to Close-Jacob from Alpha Sigma Nu, 
which is the International Honor Society for 
Jesuit colleges and universities. 
The recipient of this award is chosen by 
students and honors who have outstanding 
achievement in the classroom; . . 
"When I found out about the award; my 
first reaction was one of total shock.· It's one 
thing to be.recognized by.other faculty mem-
bers, but the award comes from the students, 
which makes it an even more special recogni-
ti~ri. It. makes me realize they appreciate my 
efforts,"said Close-Jacob. · · · · 
Close-Jacob currently teaches Vertebrate 
Dr. Close-Jacob was recently a~arded the Bishop 
Fenwick Award for outstanding achievement in the 
classroom. 
Physiology and she teaches 1Iuman Anatomy and Physiology 
in the spring. Close-Jacob has been at Xavier for four years, 
but in three different capacities. She spent one year a8 a part-
time faculty member, one year aS avisiting assistant ptofes-
sor, and she is now in heuecond year of her 10 year contract 
as an ~sistant professor.: 
,lf·1.:"l',,, 
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Booming economy yields best jobs 
The best job market of the 
decade will greet the Class of 1998 
this spring, according to .the Na-
tional Association of Colleges and 
Employers. 
More than 70 percent of em-
ployers surveyed said they planned 
on hiring more college graduates _in 
1998 than they did this year. 
A booming economy, low in-
flation and a labor shortage will add 
up to lots of job opportunities and 
decent starting salaries for college 
graduates, said Camille 
Luckenbaugh, the NACE informa-
tion director. 
"The unemployment rate is 
4.7 percent, the lowest in 24 years," 
said Luckenbaugh. Because of the 
low unemployment rate, employers 
are having a harder time filling their 
positions with experienced employ-
ees, she added. 
"This has created a trickle-
. down effect," she said.· "Employers 
. can't find experienced employees 
so they're hiring new college gradu-
ates." 
Overall, hiring will be up 19 .1 
percent for new grads, according to 
Job Outlook '98, the NACE's an-
nual forecast released in November. 
Forthereport, 1,529employerswere 
asked to complete a survey about 
their hiring intentions, and 421, or 
21 percent, did. Of those employers 
·who responded, more than 25 per-
cent said they_ expected to maintain 
current hiring levels. Only 3.1 per-
~ent of employers said they planned 
to hire fewer grads. 
"This is the best job market in 
recent ·years," said Bradley 
Richardson, a1Jthor of "JobSmarts: 
50 Top Careers." "Companies are 
having a hard time finding quality 
employees, so they're offering more 
things, like benefits or other perks." 
To snag qualified candidates, 
employers are traveling to campuses 
more to recruit new hires, according 
to the survey. More than half of the 
employers reported an· increase in 
campus visits, and overall, campus 
visits are up 8.8 percent. 
Luckenbaugh said that in the 
past, employers could take a "wait-
and-see" approach to recruitment 
and often made job offers later in the 
recruitment season. This year, em-
ployers who wait risk corning up 
empty, she added. 
"Those who have tradition-
ally hired from the campus are el-
bow to elbow with those who are 
turning to inexperienced candidates 
to round out their workforces," 
Luckenbaugh said. Stiff competi-
tion isn't the only worry employers 
face. Preliminary data from NACE' s 
most recent student survey show 
that 60 percent of 764 students~re­
sponding said they would renege on· 
a job offer if a better one came 
along. 
Most in demand are gradu-
ates with computer skiirs, said 
Luckenbaugh. Entry-levelcomputer 
science and computer engineering 
grads can expect to collect paychecks 
To nail the MCAT, knowing the sciences isn't enough. 
You've got to know the test. At Kaplan we'll teach you both. 
Our expert teachers have helped more students get into 
medical school than an other MCAT prep courses combined. 
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students, will find jobs openings in 
insurance and merchandise compa-
nies. 
from the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation show the number of gradu-
ates earning computer science de-
The salary increases for 1998 grees has dropped 43 percent from 
are in sharp contrast to 1992, the 1986. Atthe same time, the Bureau 
year in which the NACE re.corded of Labor Statistics predicts a 70 per-
the worst job market of the decade. cent growth in computer and data 
Then, 41 percent,ofthe majors sur- processing jobs by 2005. 
veyed showed a decrease in starting * The South leads all other 
salaries, said Luckenbaugh. regions injob market growth. Ern-
Whether employers are look- ployers there said they will hire 27.3 
ing for computer programmers, ac- more new· graduates than they did 
countants or retail managers, most last year. The west came in second, 
say they are interested in hiring can- with employers reporting a 22.8 
that are 6.3 percent higher than last didates who have integrity, are mo- percent increase in new hires. Mid-
year. Computer science majors will tivated and who are good cornrnuni- west employers plan to hire. 16.2 
earn an average of $38,475 annu- ·cators. Employers also said they percent more grads. Although the 
ally, while computer engineers will don't have time to spoon-feed new Northeast lags behind all other re-
pull down an average starting rate of. employees. gions, employers still anticipate hir-
$39,593. "Employers said they want ing 10 percent more new grads than 
However, the biggest antici- someone who has honesty, rnotiva- in 1996-97. 
pated increase in starting salaries is tion, teamwork and interpersonal *The market also is strong for 
expected to be for liberal arts ma- skills. They ·also want someone · two-year graduates. Fifty-four per-
jors, who will see their starting pay who has done research on the com- cent of respondents indicated that 
increase an average of 6.5 percent. pany and is able to ask intelligent they hire two-year degree gradu-
While the $28,875 starting salary of questions about it during an inter- ates. The most hotly recruited stu-
the average liberal arts major lags ·view," said Luckenbaugh. dents are engineering technology 
considerably behind "in-demand" Even though 1998 promises and computer science students. 
disciplines such as engineering and to· be a job-seeker's market, * The Internet is growing in 
computer science, the size of the Richardson advised students to re- popularity as a recruitment tool 
increase "shows just how strong main flexible with their job choice. among employers. This year more 
demand is [for'new hires] across· all "Don't pigeonhole yourself; employers ranked Internet job 
industries," said Luckenbaugh. Job don't limit yourself," he said. postings about newspaper advertis-
opportunities for liberals arts ma~ "You're not locked into any indus- ing in a list of their favorite recruit- · 
jors are most plentiful with insur: try if you remember that there are ing tools. 
ance and merchandising firms, she common positions in a riniltitude of 
added. Business grads can antici- industries." 
pate a starting salary of $29,784, a· *Despite the strong demand 
5.5 increase from last year's salar)'. from employers for graduates with 
These grads, like many liberal arts computer scien~e training, statistics 
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Going b-ehind.·enemy lines 
BY STEVE SMITH It was Monday afternoon and l had made my first mistake: safety. I reached the edge of the ' 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR· . I had to run errands in Clifton, yet never stop in enemy territory. othe~ side and floored it as I crossed 
another close encounter with the · They made their way in front oack to the good side. I was blinded 
I had always wondered what vacuum. When Sports Boy heard of me without incident, but as I by the light; I had forgotten take off 
it was like to be on the other side. that I was goirig to be in the area of continued on, I looked in my rear- my goggles. 
What the atmosphere would UC' s campus, an evil smile slowly view mirror and saw all the light in The return mission to home 
belike, whattheenvironmentwould appeared on his face; he knew he the world disappear. The soldiers base left me time to do as all good 
consist of, and if the other life forms had found a guinea pig. that! had so generously let cross the people from our side do: reflect on 
would be the same as me? He needed me to, willingly, roadmusthavenoticedmyidentify- what I just experienc~d. 
These questions had always go pick up a media guide from their ing mark; for they were standing in As I sat in the cockpit of my 
flooded my mind, but I had never sports information office, located in the road, proudly bearing what must tank, I realized the vast differences 
found answers. the heart of campus right next to the have been theiridentifying mark; an between the Xavier environment and 
Unlike many mysteries Shoemaker Center. outstretched arm; hand closed in a that of the dark side. 
though, this one could be solved. lforcefullydeniedtherequest. fist except for a raised middle fin- As I maneuvered into posi~ 
All it would take would be a reason . · He counter-attacked with the ur- ger, violently shaking in my ciirec- ti on at UC' s campus, I noticed that 
to ventureinto the darkness. gency and importance of the mis- tion. noonesaidanythingtooneanother. 
Manytimeslhadcomewithin sion. lnamomentofextremeweak- Accompanyingthiswar-time There were no "Hi's" like 
reach of that overpowering vacuum ness, I gave in. I couldn't believe hand signal, was a chant of some those that can be heard on Xavier's 
that could suck me over at any mo- my own ears. I agreed to willingly nature, which included such words campus. There were no groups of 
ment, but for three years my sly place myself close enough to the thatl'massumingwereprofaneand peoplestandingaroundtalking. 
ability to elude that force (and a vacuum to be swept right into the offensive,forlhooneverheardthem Everyonewasdoingtheirown 
little help from the good Lord) had. heart of the other side. in our heavenly land. things and doing so with very dis-
kept me safely in the lighted side of Chances were, I was going to After the initial shock, I con- tressed faces. : 
the world. witness the darkness firsthand. tinued on my mission with the head- The only remote assemblage 
I knew my good fortune The attack route was simple lights on, to see in the darkness. A of people seen was a group of about 
couldn't last forever. My psychic and designed for swiftness. The less couple hundred yards and my des ti- 15 students huddled around amake-
friends (thanks Dionne Warwick) time it took, the better my chances nation was upon me. shift canopy to apply for a credit 
had told methat doom was looming were. I was nearing my destination I exited my tank in full body card and get ~free two liter of pop. 
neat and that it was inevitable. and my tank, with its little Xavier armor. My espionage kit luckily Even then, there was more 
Despite my curiosity, the fear sticker in the back window, was included camouflage and infra-red shoving then conversation. 
sunk deeply. · drawing a lot of attention. It was as goggles so I blended in perfectly.· Maybe these are the perils of 
It's Crosstown shootout sea- if their radar had picked me up even After risking my life entering attending a large public university 
son in Cincinnati, which, being a though I was in stealth mode. the center of the darkness, I cap- or maybe they're worried about the 
part of the Ne~swire, means more I was no less then 100 yards tured the object, and my mission demise of their sacred basketball 
contact (usually by phone) with the into the vacuum, when I first wit- was near completion. team. 
University of Cincinnati than usual. nessed the darkness. Navigating the terrain was Who knows? 
So, knowing that, I expected Being the pacifist that I am difficult in the darkness, but my All that can be said of my 
to be asked at some point by our and using all the lessons I have night-vision goggles allowed meto reconnaissance mission is. that the 
Sports Editor, to rriake a phone call . learned in ethics class, I brought the· avoid all run-ins with the enemy. dark side is not a pretty place and I 
to UC to research something, but I tank to a stop so that a group of UC I re-entered my vehicl_e and assuredly will try to avoid any· fu-
neverexpected whatwastobeasked . soldiers could cross the battered. quickly took the, escape route, this turemissionsthatrequireinetomake · 
of me. time witbbut .titiy stops, 'towards - thaqeap t~ the'pther'Side: i 
Use of stationary results 
in loss for XU students 
It's comforting to know that . betrayed the trust that the student 
Xavier's Student Government As- body put in him when they elected 
sociation acts just as if it were the him to. his position last spring. 
federal government itself. . While it's admirable that he was 
For the last two\veeks: th~ accountableforhisactions, who's 
Student Senate has been meeting to say· another misuse of power 
mostly in executive session (their isn't likely later this year? It's a 
term for ."we're talking about tragedy that we should have to 
something we don't want anyone question our student leaders this 
· to know about yet.'') discussitlg . way. , 
Always controversial 
Davis will be missed 
by staff and readers 
BY TOM DECORTE 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Well, itfinally happened. 
"Letterhead Gate."·. .. . As for Senate, they have let 
For three \\reeks, this see- . down the students as well.· Wht"le The Xavier Newswire is published 
weekly throughout the school year, ex~ nario surrounding th~ distribiltion . they have been dealing with this 
Xavier has written· a. statement. to 
Jeff Davis inviting him to leave 
the University. Fortunately, it is a 
diploma and not a letter of expul-
Very rarely have 
Jeff's views ever 
been. popular, and 
heJiked itthat 
way . . ceptduringvacatiollandfinalexams,by andsubsequentmisuseofStrident matter, they have put anything 
the students of Xavier University, 3800 · · 
Victory Paikway, Cincinnati, OH 45207- Government letterhead has domi- . that might benefit students or stu-
2129. The statements and opinions of nated all Senate proceediiigs. ·_,. dent organizations onhold. Evi-
. The Xavier Newswire are not necessar- · · It is · clearly evident that dently, this inte~al matter was of 
ily thoseofthestudentbody,.faculty, or . . . . 
administration of Xavier. Statements Damon Halverson, SGA admin- extreme importance and war-
and opinions of acolumnistdo not nee- lstrative vice president, did com;; · ranted this procedure. · 
essarily reflect those of editoril or gen- · mit wrongdoings by providing let- What are the outcomes of 
eral staff. Subscription rates are $30/ · · · · · 
year or $15/semester within the _USA terhead to his housemates,: who all this? A slap ori the wrist for 
and are pri>-'rated. Suliscriplion inquir- used this letterhead to author a Damon Halverson, a tarnished 
ies should be directed to Nicole Bando, fictitious ·letter pranking .several · reputation of student governmen~ 
BusinessManager(513~754-3130).Ad- · 
vertising inquiries should be directed to members of the women's lacrosse and zero benefits for the Xavier 
. · Emily . Sander, . Advertising Manager team. . •students: . 
(513-745~3561). OnecopyofTheXavier . You would think ff Senate Well, maybe the stlldent 
Newswire, distributed. to racks, is free · 
· k Addi spent all .this time inves_tigating ·oodydida_ cquireonethi_ ·ng_outof per person per wee . . .· tional copies 
are 25 centS. Xavier University is an thisincidenttheywouldhavecome this mess: a distrust of.the stu-
-T.P.D. 
academiccommunitycommittedtoequal . ·up with a-more rigid punishment· dent government just as larg· e as 
opportunity for all persons regardleils of 
age, sex, race, religion, handicap, or for Mr. Halverson thanjtist a pub- their distrust of the federal gov-
national origin. · . , , , lie apology. ernment 
It's clear that Halverson has 
sion. 
For over four years, the 
Newswire has been blessed with 
_the journalistic talents of Mr. 
Davis. 
From. his start as a news 
writer, to his progression towards · 
an editorial _and column writer, 
Jeffhas been a controversial, fair, 
. and aggressive reporter and col-
umnist. · · · · 
· Jeffs greatest characteris-
tic is his ability to inspire readers 
to voice their own opinions. 
Very rarely have Jeff's -
views ever been popular, and he 
liked it that way. . . 
His style forced readers to 
thi_nk about . what they · belie.v_ed, 
and that led.to many letters with 
readers voidng their own opin~ . 
ions in print. · 
. The Newswire office will 
be a quieter and l~ss volatile place 
without Jeff, and that will be 
mis'sed as well as his good-na-
tured 'personality. .· 
The Newswire staff thanks 
Jeff for his foui~and-a-half years 
of service and wishes him the best 
iit all future endeavors after his 
graduation. 
. Hopefully, there will be . 
enough room in the theatre so _I 
can_s_ee him receiye that diploma. 
.• - ~-~r. r 
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Religion has 
a place in our 
government 
Jeff Davis1 editorial con-
demning our government's 
present lack of a true separation 
between church and state strikes 
out maliciously and, it seems, 
without good reason. 
I don't personally know 
Mr. Davis, and thus I do not know 
to which religion he belongs, a 
fact which was not mentioned in 
the article. 
What was mentioned is his 
dismay that the U.S. calendar is 
based on the Christian calendar, 
not the Jewish one or some stan-
dard American one like our sys-
tem of weights and measure-
ments. 
Either Mr. Davis is Jewish, 
which is just fine, or he's taken a 
position as the spokesman for 
that group affectionately known 
as "All Other Religions." 
While I agree that the gov-
ernment lazily takes any chance 
it can get to take a day or a week 
off, I don' tthink that separating it 
from religion is the right change 
to be made. 
Rather,· the government . 
ought to get more involved in this 
country's vanmis religfo~s as far 
as advocatlng ·.and ·celebrating 
them. 
That would certainly be a 
bigger indication that the govern-
ment cared about its people's be-
liefs than would totally separat-
ing from· them. 
As far as holidays go, the 
government's going to get plenty 
either way. Go ahead and add 
Yorn Kippur, Rosh Hashanah, 
Kwanzaa, and maybe even Zeus' 
birthday to the 'calendar and I as-
s tire you the government will find 
a reason not to work on those 
days .. 
As if a few more days off 
would really affect the amount of 
work they get done anyway. 
Ifit'llmakeyou happy, we 
could probably find. a. religious 
holiday for every day of the year, 
then we could just sit and watch 
the wall bec,ause nobody would 
be working. · 
But then everybody would 
whine because there wasn't any-
thing on· television, because the. 
_broadcasters were all on perma-
nent holiday, just like everybody 
else. 
I could certainly see are-
working of the calendar, ifitcould 
be done without disrupting the 
lives of 260 million people who 
already use the present one. 
Don't tell me for an instant 
though that what the government 
needs to do is break itself away 
totally from the church. · 
This nation has one effective 
way to instill values in its citizens, 
and the American judicial system 
·isn't it. 
The American judicial sys-
tem just catches the people without 
values, some of them anyway, and 
locks them in little rooms. 
There they receive food, shel-
ter, clothing, and perhaps they get 
themselves into a good workout rou-
tine between brushing up on those 
difficult chapters in "The 
Anarchist's Cookbook." 
Then they get to go back out 
I wonder if 
perhaps we'd 
see fewer 
inmates if such 
faith in each 
person's religion 





into the world where it takes more 
than half of them less than a year to 
get caught again. 
Definately a good vaIUe 
builder there. 
In "ShawshankRedemption," 
Warden Norton tells the new in-
mates, "I believe in two things: dis-
cipline and the Bible. Here you 
receive both." 
I wonder if perhaps we'd see 
fewer inmates if such faith in each 
person's religion of choice was ad-
vocated by the government- rather 
than ignored. 
In jail we could just leave it up 
to the warden's discretion. 
I'm all for a change in the 
relationship between church and 
state, but not one which has greater 
potential to damage this country than 
does the present one. 
Write letters to your congress-
men, start a campaign or a revolu-
tion. Don't just shout from a soap-
box about something that bothers 
you. 
Politicians are created that 
way, and I'd venture to say that 
most politicians never heard of 
"Thou shall not lie," or "Thou shall 
not steal," or the Golden Rule. 
Funny because these concepts 
are central themes, in some form or 
another, in all religions. And in the 






speech and of religion. were sent to _the freshrilan p!ayers 
I do agree with Mr:Davis on of the women's lacrosse team, ru-
onepoint: government workers (any mored to have put the signs in our 
workers for that matter) will take yard. The letters looked similar to 
any excuse to get off work. . a formal letter from the uniyersity, 
However, the simple fact that and ·were typed on Student Gov-
government workers like to get of ernment Association letterhead. 
As I was reading my work does not constitute a violation · ·The letter contained, as a 
Newswire, I came across many well- of church and state. practical joke, fictitious quoted 
written and informative articles. The government, in fact, is policies from a fictitious student 
Until, that is, I read "Church, State, just allowing its workers tt> exercise handbook and in no way repre-
and Vacation ... ," by Jeff Davis. their religious freedom by not going sented legitimate Xavier policy. I 
Mr. Davis is defending a to- to work on Christmas. want the student body to know that 
tally worthy idea-that of the sepa- If the government legislated I am truly sorry to you, SGA and 
ration of church and state. How- . that it is illegal to work on Christ- the women's lacrosse team for any 
ever, after reading his article mas, and declared it a forced day off bad representation or hardship that 
I began to wonder how deeply work, then perhaps Mr. Davis would I may have caused. 
hehasreallythoughtabouthistopic. have a case.to work with. My involvement only went 
Davis' argument, no· matter Until then, lam a Lutheran at as far as providing the letterhead, 
how vague, invoked a sense of duty a Jesuit school. as I was not involved in the form-
to the reader upon first reading. I am going to be home with all ing, or mailing of the letter. This 
"Come," 1 said, let us defend my friends at public schools, drink- action was one that I never thought 
the Constitution upon which this ing coffee and planning the Mass would result in harm. 
beautiful country rests and save the imposition of Zoroastrianism on the The student body should also 
poor Jewish businessmen. American populace by not going to know how hard the Student Sen-
We must force the lazy slobs work on whatever day Zoroaster ate, a separate entity from the SGA 
in the government to do their jobs, · deemed holy. Executives, worked on this issue. 
and screw this Christmas stuff, 'I Then I am going to go pray at They spentagreatamountof 
don't c~e if the holiday is observed a public institution. time in investigation, as well as in 
by 90 percent of Americans. Yep, the founding fathers will the three meetings that they spent 
Let us burn down the Su- turn overin their graves this Christ- arguing over the issue, taking away 
preme Court and ·establish a new mas. from, what they must have felt, 
code, one that sentences those sniv- Luke Smith were other less important issues on 
freshman T t fi · f eling bureaucrats at the post office campus. wen y- 1ve pieces 0 
to a lifetime of slavery. S GA o.v.licer letterhead caused quite a ruckus 
How dare they want to stay l.J foragreatamountofthreeseparate 
home. with their families on the meetings. , 
biggest holiday of the year .. , . 3 p0 logizeS. f 0 r Student Senate fears that the 
Don't they realize that Jew- reputation of the association has 
ish and Muslim businessmen are . paper ffi_ istak. e been affected by this and have rec-
busy preparing for the next clay, and ommended that I make a public 
must have their mail in order to As an elected representative apology· 1 regret any misconcep-
service their Jewish andMuslimcus- of the Student Government Asso- tions of SGA that arise from this, 
tomers?" ciation I have the unfortunate duty and any mental grief caused to any 
As soon as I snapped out of of making a public apology for my women's lacrosse players who took 
my fit arid wiped the foam from my actions. On the morning ofNov. 5, this letter seriously. However, this 
lips I realized how preposterous I I walked out of my home to find incident is' now in the open and the 
was sounding. approximately70campaignandreal silliness of Senate's exaggeration 
I almost sounded like an edi- estate for sale signs in my front of this seems obvious. My inten-
torial writer. I soon sat myself down yard. I thought, "What a great . tion is not to take away from the 
and came up with these objections prank," and I forgot about it. apologies that! have made. I hope 
to his arguments. The following night, 1 re- you will not think differently of 
I. Any business must allow me, my position, or SGA because 
its employees, by law, to observe of this incident. 
their religious holidays. This is Student Senate Asstudents,youhavearight 
freedom of religion. fears. that the to know about the mistake of your 
2. If the government did not representative. However, you also 
allow its employees to take reli- repu_ tation .of have a right to know how much 
gious holidays off, such as Christ- time has been spent deciding I 
mas, off, they would be violating the association needed to tell the entire campus, 
the freedom of religion provided through the Newswire, about this 
. for in the Constitution. has been issue. It seems to me that as stu-
. 3. Mr. Davis implies that al- dents you might think there are 
lowing government employees. to . affected by . this more important issues on campus, 
. take the day after Christmas off is and have thatmoredirectlyaffectyou, which 
pushing Christianity down our should be addressed. I ask you, 
throats. reCOID. m···end·ed does Senate concern itself with 
issues which do not concern a 
However, as the day after 
Christmas has no religious signifi- that I make a . majority ofits constituents, you? I 
cance, Mr. Davis• theory is invalid. encourage you to inquire into these 
What the government is re.:.. p'ublic apology. and the other greatly important 
ally doing is allowing its employ- . issues discussed by your elected 
ees to take part in the arinual day- ceived a phone call in iriy office representatives every Monday at 3 
after-Christmas frenzy of returning ·requesting me . to . bring home 25 p.m. in the Terrace Room. 
and exchanging, · piecesofletterhead. Again, I thought 
. 4. Allowing student-led prayer riothing of this and did so. Distribu-
in schools is not a violation {)f the ti on of this letterhead was an act of 
separation of church and state. It is · freewill on my part and lam willing 
simply an affirmation of such Con- to take full responsibility for its oc-
stitutfonal rights as freedom of currence. Later that.week, letters 
Damon Halverson 
Administrative 
Vfce President, SGA 
senior 
Gruber name.d 
.l ' . 
., NJl .. American 
BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
.SPORTS·EDITOK 
On.Saturday, Xa:vier senior• 
forward Arii.anda Gruber received 
.yet another honoras she was named · 
to the 1997 National Soccer 
Coaches Association of America 
aridU!llbro Women's All-America· · 
Third Team. 
In addi~ion, Gruber has been 
se~ected as a player for the Umbro 
Select All-Star Classic in Florida 
in late January. 
Gruber has been selected io Amanda Gruber 
play . on the NCAA Division I·· season marks in three categories 
Women's College All-Star Team: this season. Her. 59 points, 24 
This team will play a compined goals and 112 shots are all new 
All-St~r tealll of players from Xavier records. 
NCAA Divisions II and III as well She has already been hon-
as from NAIA schools. ored by being named Atlantic 10 
"I fell really honored to have Player of the Year, and by mak-
been selected," said Gruber ... "I ing the A-10 First Team for the 
couldn't have asked for a better third straight year .. 
ending to my college career." Two weeks ·ago, Gruber 
Her coach, Dr. Ron Quinn wasnamedtotheAll-GreatLakes 
was estatic about the award. "This 
is great news for our program," 
said Quinn. 
Region First Team. As a junior, 
she was named to the region's 
second team. 
Gruber became Xavier's all- She is the first Xavier soc-
time leading scorer this year while cer player to ever receive All~ 
leading the nation in goals and America honors. 
pqints at the end of the regular XU has had six female 
season:. Last year; she tied 'for the metiibers~: of'its. rifle 'teani 'earn 
nation'slead in game-winning All-America honors 12 times in 
goals through the regular season. the 1990s. Prior to that, the last· 
. Three Xavier career records female Xavier All-American was 
were set by Gruber this season. basketball player Jo Ann 
She holds the mark for career goals Osterkamp Henderson .. She was 
with 67, assists with 26, and points named to the All-America Third 
with 160. Teamforherjuniorseason, 1982-
Gruber also set Xavier single 83. 
On 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Saturday, Dec. 13 •Women's :Basketball vs. Butler at 1 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball vs. Cincinnati at 5 p.m. on WCPO· 
TV,Ch.9 . 
Saturday, Dec. 20 •Woinen's Basketball vs. Northern Illinois at 2 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball vs. Purdue at 7 p.m. on WCPO-TV, Ch. 9 % 
•Men's Basketball vs. DePaul at.7 p.m. on Fox Sports Ohio# 
•Women's Basketball at Western Kentucky at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, Dec. 27 
Monday, Dec. 29 
Tuesday, Dec. 30 
Friday, Jan. 2 
Saturday, Jan. 3 
•Men's Basketball vs. Butler at 7:30 p.m. 
•Women's Basketball at George Washington at 7 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball at St. Bonaventure at 4 p.m. on WCPO-
TV, Ch. 9 
Sunday, Jan. 4 •Women's Basketball at La Salle at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Jan. 7 •Men's Basketball vs. La Salle at 7 p.m. on WCPO-TV, 
Ch.9 
Thursday, Jan. 8 •Women's Basketball vs. Virginia Tech at 7 p.m. 
Saturday, Jan. 10 •Women's Basketball vs. Duquesne.at 2 p.m. 
•Men's Basketball vs .. Fordham at 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, Jan. 13 •Women's Basketball vs. Dayton at 7 p.m. 
All home. games are in bold 
· % Blockbuster V at Market Square Arena in Indianapolis 
#Gatorade Rock-N-Roll Hall of Fame Shootout at Gund Arena in Cleveland 
Home women's basketball games played iri Schmidt Fieldhowie 
Home men's basketball games played at the Cincinnati Gardens . ' ' ' 
Gaine of the Week 
Men's Basketball at Cincinnati 
5 p.m. Saturday at the Cincinnati Gardens 
It is possible that this will be the last Crossown Shootout in the 
Gardens. The Bearcats hold a 43-21 edge in the series, but are 
struggling this year, both on the court and with running a legal 
program. This game is always a good one, and if you're lucky, you 
might even see the coaches shake hands after the game. 
XU se.cond in Vegas tourney 
BY l\'IATT BARBER 
AssT. SPORTS EDITOR 
·Even with an the neon lights, 
Elvis . impersonators, ·and ~ll.:.nite 
drive-thru wedding chapels to dis-
tract them, the Xavier women's bas-
ketball foam kept theirfocus and put . 
a solid weekend of playtogether en 
route to a second place finish in the 
Las Vegas Club Shootout. 
The four-team tournament 
matched host lINL V against Young-
stown State and Xavier (4-2) against 
. Middle Tennessee State in the'first 
round on Friday. 
Xavier entered the game 
against Middle Tennessee having 
come off of a tough loss to intrastate 
rival Ohio State a week previously. 
Looking to get back on track, the 
Musketeers came out quickly. By 
halftime, Xavier had accumulated a 
fourpointlead, 34-30. In the second 
half however, XU just kept scoring 
and pulled away from the Lady Raid-
ers for the 78-62, 16-point win. 
Xavier outrebounded MTSU 
41-35~ They also forced 24 turn 
overs and recorded 12 steals in the 
winning effort. Freshman center 
Taru Tuukkanen led all scorers with 
32 points in addition . to eight re~ 
bounds. Forward Susanna 
Stromberg . was second in scoring 
for XU with 10 points, and point 
guard Nikki Kremer pulled down 
eight boards as well. 
The championship game on 
Saturday night matched up the Pen-
guins ofYoungstown (7-1) with the 
hot Xavier team. Things started 
well for Xavier as Youngstown was 
cold, shooting only 31 percent in the 
first half. Although only 2-7 from 
three-point range, the 'rest of XU' s 
shots were falling as they took an 
eight point lead, 38-30, at the half. 
The second half was a differ-
ent story, though, as Youngstown 
shot at 53 percent pace, including 
converting 6-9 three-point attempts. 
Xavier only made 3 of its seven foul 
shots while Youngstown only 
missed one of their 11. With seven 
minutes left in the game, the Pen-
Two commit early to X~vier · 
MATT BARBER 
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
With this year's season only 
a few weeks old, Xavier's 
women's basketball program is 
already preparing for next year. 
The Musketeers had two high 
school seniors commit to the team 
duririg the early signing period . 
late Jastmonth. ·, · '.· · ·. · 
Katie Griggs and Hilary 
Kulik, both guards, signed Na-
tional Letters of Intent to play for 
.XU next season. Both from Ohio, 
Griggs hails from Wauseon High 
School and Kulik from North Can-
ton Hoover High School. . 
Griggs, 5-11, averaged 16.0 
points, 6.0 rebounds, and 3.1 as-
sists per game last year as a junior. 
She helped. Jead her team to the 
~tate championship in Division 
ill last year and was named.State 
Tournament MVP. Her. further· 
accolades include a USA Today 
All-America Honorable Mention 
and a place on the All-Ohio first 
·team. 
Kulik, 5-6, averaged 16.1 
points and 5.3 rebounds during 
her junior year last season. She 
was team MVP at North Canton 
Hoover last year and was an All-
State special mention. 
"Both of these players come 
from great high school programs 
and are very fundamentally 
sound," says Balcomb. "Hilary 
and Katie are excellent three-point 
shooters. They both possess a 
great work ethic and are as dedi-
cated in the classroom as they are 
on the court." . 
Point guardNikki Kremer leads 
the A-10 with 42 assists. 
guins went on a 9-0 run from which 
XU never recovered, dropping the 
game 78-71 to Youngstown. 
Despite recording more re-
bounds than Youngstown and a 
higher shooting percentage, Xavier 
did not do enough to win. XU had 
21 turnovers in the game, compared 
to Youngstown's 15, and the Mus-
keteers were the victims of 12 steals 
by the Penguins. The Musketeers 
made only four three-pointers in 18 
attempts, while Youngstown made 
10 of their 18 on the game. 
Xavier was again led by the 
outstanding play ofTuukkanen who 
again Jed XU, this time with 16 
points and lOrebounds·. Three other 
Musketeers scored in double fig-
ures. Stromberg and forward Connie 
Hamberg each had 12 points, and 
Kremerhad·10. Forward Kim Hotz 
came off the bench and grabbed 
eight rebounds to help Xavier's 
cause as well. · 
Tuukkanen' s weekend perfor- · 
mance in the two games was im-
pressive enough to garner her the 
Atlantic 10 Conference Rookie of 
the Week honors. 
Xavier will attempt to return 
to its winning ways this Saturday 
when they host Butler in Schmidt 
FieJdhouse at 1 p.m. Xavier lost to 
the Butler Bulldogs 88-78 last year 
in Indianapolis, but is undefeated 
again~t schools from Indiana so far 
this year.· 
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Cro~stown rivalry turns 70 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Anytime Xavier plays the 
University of Cincinnati in anything, 
be it rifle, rowing, soccer, or swim-
ming, all on-paper inferences about 
. the possible outcome of the compe-
tition can be thrown out the wfo-
dow. 
When these- two crosstown 
rivals compete, the emotion and in-
tensity is stepped· up to the next 
level. For the most part, these 
schools just do not like one another, 
and they definitely . hate losing to 
each other. "I like their players off 
the court," said UC senior Lou Banks 
in 1991. "But this is a city title. 
They' re not our friends in this game." 
The focal point of this rivalry 
is on the basketball court. The 
"Crosstown Shootout" is arguably 
the biggest annual sporting event in 
the city of Cincinnati. '.fhese two 
schools have met 64 times on the 
hardwood, the first coming 70 S(:la-
sons ago. Every contest since has 
added a chapter to one of the great-
est rivalries in college basketball. 
For many people, proximity 
makesitsuchaheatedrivalry. Most 
people in Cincinnati either attended 
one of the schools, or had family or 
friends enrolled as . a Bearcat or 
Musketeer. Fueling the fire is the 
drastic contrast between the institu-
tions. 
UC is a big, powerful state 
school with 35,000 students. Xavier 
is a small private school.of 6,500 
that has a big heart. 'In athletic 
competition-i. the rivalry becomes a 
David and Goliath story .. .the little 
school that could taking on the pow-
erhouse. 
The big guys hold a 43~21 
edge in the series, but no win is ever 
really a sure thing with these two 
· teams on the court .. Only fl ve games 
of the 64 have been won by more 
than 20 points. Twenty-six of the 
· con.tests have been decided by five 
points orless. Several games in the 
history have ended in dramatic fash-
ion, with buzzer~beating shots fall-
ing in, or falling short, to give a team 
the victory.• "Both teams have repu-:. 
tations for playing very hard.': says 
current Xavier head coach Skip 
· Pr~,~.~.~r:,, ... '..'.~.~t-~n., .. !h~L~.w.n~i .... ~pth 
team$.; · ip .. anQ! . tc~/' 
... ·· 
we' 
"The two game series takes a 
little edge off,'' said Dr. Jim Boothe, 
who today chairs Xavier's Educa-
tion Department,' but played for the 
Musketeers from 1954-57. 
Fueling the rivalry then were 
the close ties many of the players 
had. Without national recruiting, 
many of the athletes were local kids. 
Someone in the opposing jersey 
during the Shootout could have very 
easily been your teammate in high 
school. It became a battle for brag-
ging rights. · · 
The series remained even for 
many years, but in 1957,· UC em-
barked on a 12 game winning streak 
in the rivalry. 
"The talent pools were equal," 
said Boothe. "At least until Oscar 
(Robertson) came, arid that threw it 
,,,: .... ,,. i1ow alloutofbalance." Theyearpriorto 
well} Robertson's arrival, Xavier handed 
you ai~ .. the Bearcats their worst loss in the 
game." said"" history of the Shootout, an 88-62 
Big crowds and lots of ·pre- beating at the Cincinnati Gardens. 
game hype are partly responsible In 1959, theShootoutattracted 
for the game's on the court inten- national attention as it was shown 
'sity. It has been that way from the live on television. Cincinnati took 
beginning. advantage of the opportunity to 
On March 7, 1928, Xavier showcase its talented superstar in 
welcomed Cincinnati to its campus Robertson. The' junior pumped in 
Xavier's Lenny Brown hoists the Crosstown Shootout trophy after his 
last' second heroics gave Xavier a 71-69 win last season. 
to play in the dedication game for 38 points to lead UC to the 26 point · about a coaching change at UC, and· 
the new Schmidt Fieldhouse. Some win, 92-66. elevated the series even further with 
accounts claim 10,000 people The Bearcats were not only Bob Huggins taking control of the 
packed Schmidt for the game. UC dominant in Cincinnati in the early Bearcat program .. "One of the rea-
jumped out to an early lead, but '60s, they were a national power. sons he was hired was to squash 
Xavier responded to win the first The 'Cats won back-to-back NCAA Xavier," said Gillen. 
shootout, 29-25. ~,, titles in the 1960-61 and '61-62 sea- Huggins' first Shootout took 
After a 15 year break; the ''Sons., Jc· ·. place i_n,the Garc:l~ns, and r~mains 
shootout returned in 1943 for one It wasn't until March 1968 one ofthe inost talked about games 
game. The two teams met again in that the Musketeers were able to get in the history of the rivalry. With 17 
the 1945-46 season, and have played back on the winning track. XUwon seconds left in overtime, UC was 
at least once in every year since. 72-71 that year, despite struggling leading 88-87. A disputed out-of-
Froin 1948-58, the teams met twice to a l 0-16 record. UC avenged the · bounds call resulted in the Muske-
a year, giving the rivalry a different loss the following season, winning teers getting the ball back, allowing 
intensity than the "do-or-die" atti- by just two points on~ buzzer-beat- Jamal Walker to sink a game-win-
tude that surrounds it today. ing shot. ning three-pointer near the buzzer. 
city1" criedAndyMacWilliams, the 
radio voice of Xavier basketball. 
As _the competition on the 
court increases, the popularity of 
the game also increases. "Every~ 
where you go, that's all you hear," 
said. Huggins at the pregame lun-
.cheon in 1?91. '.'You can't get, a 
haircut because they are talking 
about it in the barber shop. Even 
during the summer, people will bring 
the game up." 
r======================== In the 1970s, UC continued to With Gillen and Huggins . 
"It's like a Super Bowl for the 
city of Cincinnati," said Gillen. 
"You go into bakeries, and they 
have UC cookies and Xavier cook-
ies. It's incredible." 
Cincinnati's Oscar Robertson faces defense from Xavier's Pete 
· Schmeling (left)'and Jack, Thobe inJ960. ,, 
dominate the series, stringing to- coaching the~.~;,.squads ~l\W1ew levels . 
gether eight straight wins. of excellence/1he se · · rew in it§ 
· In 1979, Xavier brought in a com~titi uster_J8 
The marketing blitz contin-
ues with the game. Since 1988, 
Skyline Chili, a product that is as 
much a part of Cincinnati as the new head coach, Bob Staak. He th .. . ..
helpedXavierputtogetherconsecu- th 
tive winning seasons for the first 
. . Ohio River, has been sponsoring the 
"Skyline· Chili Crosstown 
time since the early '60s,andwas 
able to beat UC four out of his six 
· Shootout.'" According to Tom Allen; 
Sky line's Vice President ofMarket-
seasons. ing, the chili company spends over 
· As the two teams became even . Theugly incident scarred $200,000 a year promoting the event. 
once· again, the. rivalry's intensity otout, and left many calling "We consider it our marquee com~ 
was rekindled. John Popovich has end to the series because it munity event," he said. 
been a sports anchor for WCPO-TV oming too hostile. "I can't imagine that there is a 
in Cincinnati for 18 years, and re~ acement,his non-conferencerivalryinthenation 
calls how the Crosstown Shootout ip Prosser, that is more intense than this,"said 
took on greater meaning late in ach to the ri- Prosser. "Schools in other parts of 
Staak's tenure. "When Xavier got v out tqe play- the country would love to have a 
good in the '80s, all of the sudden, erS''.'''· . " hifted away rivalry like this in their own city. 
everythingwasescalated. And when from the kids, Idon't think it's a "For a teacher, you're trying 
. Xavierwonseveral,lthinkthattook good thing," said Prosser. C<It's not to teach teamwork and effort. You 
it to a new level." about Bobby (Huggins) or myself, really place your kids in one of the 
Xavier started a streak of three it's about the kids: Ifl played Bobby most demanding crucibles they can 
wins in the 1983-84 season. XU' s one-on-one, he'd beat me ten out of be placed in .. You find out alot about 
program was on the.rise, with Staak ten times." . . . yourself when you play UC, collec-
.leading the Musketeers three games Both programs ar~ · reachlng · tively and individually'. It's like tak-
deepinto the N.l.T. Meanwhile; the new levels ofexcellence. The 1960,~ ing a really hard. ex.am· early in the 
Bearcatswerefloundedng,going3c 61 season had been the only tinie grading'period; You find out what 
25,theonlytimesincel945thaiUC bothteamswenttotheNCAATour- you know and what you don't 
has not had double-digit' wins in a nament in the same season before know." 
season. · ·the 1992-93 season:· Last year, both·· "It's riot life or death. What's 
Pete Gillen succeeded Staak teams made it into the second round happening in the Middle East, that'~ 
at Xavierin 1985, and he continued of the NCAA Tournament. life or death," Gillen told The Gin~ 
to strengthen the Xavier program. Xavier was able to upset the · einnatiEnquiredn 1991. "Brit the 
The two schools alternated wins in No: I Bearcats on their home floor fans and media make it a special 
Gillen' s first four years. last year. "Number one in the coun- game. For once in 365 days, college 
. The 1989~90 sea5on brought try,. but number two inthek owri basrc:etball i~ special here." 
' . . . 
Complete role reversal 
. . Brannen , 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN ; 
. Xavier's annual. showdown factors in UC's 
with the University of Cincinnati . qffense for. XU'. 
·has a similar st<Jcyline to la8t year's to be successful. 
contest.· The only difference is th.at The Muskies: 
XU is the highlyiankedhost,'iand .···wiHhavetOplky/ 
UC is now the visiting teani going ; a solid game iii< 
through a rebuilding year; · ; their halfcoti~} 
Last season, the Musk:ies defense to pre1 
stormed into the Shoemaker Center vent the pair 
for their second game of the y~ar · from pt.imping 
and against preseason No. 1 Cillcin-. in p9ints~ · . 
nati. Xavier, stunnecf the packed · Brannen· 
crowd by hangingwith tl}eBearcats and ·center 
to be tied at3fat halftime. KenyonMattln. 
.·. The Muskier proceeded tO> lead UC's' re-· 
shock the basketbail world by tying .··bounding : e.f"-
the game on a James Posey layup .· forts. The. two 
with six seconds left. ·Lenny Brown; are · CQ1lll;>ining,: 
·then hit a runnirig jump shot as the · to · avef.age: 16 
horn sounded to give Xavier the' per game.: UC 
dramatic 71-69 victory. won't have 
This time around, Xavier is much of a size· 
entering the game ranked as the sev- ad vantage on Xavier's Darnell Williams takes a shot over UC's Rod 
enth best team in the country. UC, Xavier, so the Monroe during last year's Crosstown Shootout. 
on the other hand, is retooling while 'Cats will need to out-hustle XU to · teers to utilize that part of their game. 
its star player Ruben Patterson is maintain a rebounding edge. Xavier is deeper than UC is 
sitting out for 14 games because of UC's top player right now is this year, and that could be the key 
NCAA rules infractions. Brannen. The forward is averaging. to a draining game like the shootout. · 
The Muskies have won their 26 points and 11 rebounds per game, Xavier is also more experienced. 
first five contests by forcing alot of and playing like last year's UC star, The Muskies come in knowing what 
turnovers and having a lot of people .· Danny Fortson. T.J. Johnson will to expect from a shoot~pt. but only 
score a lot of points. Five XU play- be guarding Brannen forXavier. four Bearcats have played in one 
ers have double figure scoring aver~ Johnson has .been on the top before. 
ages, helping the team to average . of his game recently, but Brannen For Xavier, the keys to vic-
98.2 points per game. . . comes in playing with a lot of con- tory will be baHhandling, rebound-
Cincinnatiis 4-1; and is count- fidence. This battle underneath ing and solid defense. 
ing on the scoring outputs of for- should .be a good one to watch. · For Cincinnati, Brannen must 
ward Bobby Brannen and D'Juan · · In addition to attacking the be abl.e to beat Johnson's defense, 
Bakertoleadtheway. The'Catsare boards,Xaviermusttakecareofthe and the 'Cats have to. keep the 
also ir very ·goOd rebounding team," '-ball. Xavier's goalis fo commit no ·Muskies from running through the 
averaging 41 per game while limit- more than 15 turnovers an outing. game. 
ing opponents to 30. Cincinnati likes to use pres- Both teams will be hyped up 
Xavier is planning on playing sure defense, but has not used it for this one. Xavier wants to main-
its kind of ·game against UC. The against the Muskies in three years tain its supremecy, and UC comes in 
two primary areas of focus for XU . because Xavier is typfoally a quicker looking for validation. Tip off is set 
·will be containing the Bearcat's team. This will be the case again for 5 p.m. Saturday. 
scoring and rebounding. this year, and look for the Muske-
' ' ~ . . . ' 
... XAVIER.vs •. CINCINNAT.1 
' ' : ' ~ . ' . ' ' 
Game time: 5 p.m. Saturday 
Place: Cincinnati Gardens . 
TV /Radio: Channel 9/700 WL W 
AP Rankings: XU 7, UC none 
' ' ' 
Xavier Record: 5-1 
Cincinnati Record: 4-1 
Series Record: UC 43-21 
Last meeting: 11/26/96, XU 71-69 
D'Juan Baker is having as career year for UC in his senior 
campaign. He is averaging 26 points per game this season. XUoffers 
the talented backcourt of Gary Lumpkin and Lenny Brown .. ·Darnell 
Williams and Pat Kelsey give Xavier much more depth than UC 
XU's T.J. Johnson will draw the task of conataining Bobby 
Brannen, UC's 6-7 senior is averaging nearly 21 points•·and 11 
rebounds per game. Johnson's defense, and thescoring and rebound-
ing of Torraye Braggs and James Posey,. wili be critical for Xavier. 
UC gets kids to play there for neat uniforms and an NBA future. 
Xavier gets players forthe family atmosphere and a college education. 
These traits are indicative of the coaches at the schools. UC' s Huggins 
coaches good players, but XU' s Prosser coaches a great team. 
Xavier's quickness will be the Musketeer's trump card. UC 
likes to pressure, but won't against XU because the Muskies will 
convert easy points. If Xavier can play well both offensively and 
defensiyely in transition, and keep UC off the glass, the Muskies 
. should win going away. But .it is the Crosstown· Shootout, so take 
/ nothing for granted except a loud, packed Gardens. 
. . UC comes in looking to avei:ige lastyear's)os,s a~. the Shoe that also cost the.'Cats their No. 1 spot 
in the polls. XU, however, knows too well whatitis like to' be the hunter, sothe Muskies should have no 
let down now that they are the hunted. As usual, expect an outstanding game, but also an XU win. P.H. 
Huggs.out 
Hyd.e Park restau.rant 
ditches UC affiliation 
BY PETE HOLTERMANN 
SPORTS' EDITOR 
A Hyde Park tradition lost . 
its University of Cincinnati theme 
earlier this month, and returned to 
the sports bar that it was 15 years 
ago. 
The restaurant, once known 
as Huggs Inn, has dissolved its 
agreement with UC basketball 
coach Bob Huggins, and is once 
again known as the Blue Moon 
Saloon. · 
The restaurant at 2680 
Madison Rd. took on the Cincin-
nati Bearcat theme in 1996 when 
the owners reached an agreement 
with Huggins. However, the own-
ers, Barleycorns Inc. came to a 
mutual termination of the agree-
ment with thecoach effectiveNov. 
30. 
Instead of being a haven for 
Cincinnati fans, the Blue Moon 
will be more of a generic sports 
'bar, appealing to fans of all teams 
·and all sports. 
For many people, especially 
Xavier fans, the affiliation with 
Huggins and UC was a deterrent 
· from patronizing the eatery. The 
owners hope this new identity will 
bring back people who did not 
consider the restaurant an option 
because ofits UC ties. 
"We're excited about the 
expanded opportunity that a more 
general sport's theme provides," 
said Blue Moon's proprietor Ken 
Heil. ''Because we're a home-
grown business, we're rooting for 
UC, Xavier and all the Cincinnati 
sports teams to bring victory to 
the Tri-State this year." 
. . The changeover will take 
time, and much of the decor re-
mains UC dominated. However, 
a Xavier schedule has been hung 
on the wall next to UC's, and 
other changes are promised in the 
future. . 
Many of the UC logos have 
already been removed. For ex-
ample, the Bearcat logo on the 
basketball floor has been covered 
until the floor can be redone. 
Many things will stay the 
same. The menu is similar, and 
the. main attraction remains ca-
sual dining with several big screen 
TVs around so you can catch your 
favorite game. 
Most importantly, the in-
house basketball courts remain, 
as does the small game room and 
the .Pool tables. 
. From the ,mid 1970s until 
the middle 1980s, the bar was 
knows as the Blue Moon Saloon. 
It then spent 10 years as a 
Barleycorns Restaurant. Huggs 
Inn was in existence for a little 
more than a year. 
Cintas· 
the Uniforin People 
NOW HIRING 
All Shifts 
Part Time & Full Time 
* Embroidery Machine Operators 
* Garment Preparation/Packing 
* Ord~r Picking · · · 
* Art Department/Logo Designers 
Great work environment! Flexible . 
·schedules based on YOUR need! Starting 
pay as high as $8.75 per hour. Weekend 
hours available. Incentive pay, medical/ 
dental/401(k), profit sharing, paid holidays 
and more! 
Come to our application center located.at· 
6800 Cintas Blvd., just off 1-71 Western 
Row Rd., across from Kings Island. Open 
BAM to 4:30PM ·to fill out an application. 
For more information call 573-4207. EOE 
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Elder3-84-5Il,Ainsworth1-10-02,Aluka 
Men's Basketball 2-5 1"2 5. Totals: 23-59 14-18 62. 
Xavier 93, Western Kentucky 60 Xavier(78)-Stromberg4~62-210,Hamberg 
· · 2-10 3-3 8, Tuukkanen 12-20 8-10 32, Kremer 
Sat., Dec. 6 0-3 4-6 4, Hughes 2-10 2-2 7, Riley 0-0 0-1 
BowlingGreen,.Ky. O,Hotz3-53-49;Leigh3-40,06,Levandusky 
Xavier(93)-Johrison4-5 4-412 ,Williams 1-4 0-0 2, Totals: 23-59 22-28 78 
6-8 1-1 15, Braggs 3-60-2 6, L. Brown 5-7 9- Halftime -XU 34, MT 30. Rebounds -MT35 
10 22, Lumpkin Sci I 5-6 16, Kelsey 0-1 0-0 (Burrell I I), XU 41 (Tuukkanen, Kremer8). 
0, Turner 1-1 0-0 3, McAfee 1-1 1-2 3, A. Assists, MTI2 (Sneed), XU 21 (Kremer 5). 
Brown 0-0 0-0 0, Payne 0-0 0-0 0, Posey 4· Turnovers -MT24, XO 23. 3-Point FG -MT 
11 6-616, Butler0-00-00. Totals: 29-5126~ 2-9 (Buck 0-1, Neeley J-3,Chastain 0-1, 
3193 Elder 1-4), XU 2-14 (Hamberg J-6,· 
WesternKentucky(60)-Adams3:84-5 JO, Tm.ikkanen 0-1, Kremer 0-1, Hughes 1-5, 
Bides. 3-11 3-4 · 10;. Springfield 1-6 2-6 4, . Levandusky 0-1 ). Total Fouls - MT 20, XU 
Hamey2-40-06,Lathner3-63-512,Abdul~ 15. · · · 
Jabbar 1-2 0-0 2,· McPherson 1-2 2-2 4, Youngstown State 78, Xavier 71 
Brown 0-1 2-2 2; Strong 4-5 0-0 8,'Lampley s 
1-2 0-0 2, Edwards 0'0 0-0 o. Totals: 19-47 at., Dec. 6 
16-24 60 . · . · · · . . Las Vegas 
Halftime.-XU 49, WK26. Rebounds -XU 31 · Xavier(71)· Stromberg4-94-4 l 2, Hamberg 
(Posey 8), WK 27(Bides6). Assists-XU 13 4-12 1-212, Tuukkanen 7-U 2-516, Kremer 
(L. Brown 5), WK 13 (Latimer 13). 3-Point .4-7 1-2 10, Hughes 3-110-06, Hotz4-9 1-2 
FG _XU 9-15 (Williams 2-3, L. Brown 3-5, 9, Levandusky 3-60-06. Totals:29-659-15 
Lumpkin 1-5, Kelsey 0-1, Turner 1-1 Posey 71. 
2-4), WK6-17(Adams0-l,Bides 1-5,Hamey Youngstown State (77) - Jones 3-10 J-4 7, 
2-3, Latimer 3.5, Abdul-Jabbar 0-1, Kenneally 2-7 5-6 10, Martin 8-15 5-5 21, 
McPhersonO-J,Brown0-1).Turnovers-XU Cook 1-3 O~O 2, McCombs 8-18 5-6 26, 
22, WK 29. Steals_ XU 12, WK 7. Blocks- Majewski 4-7, 0-0 12, Rotunno 0-0 0-0 0, 
XU 2, Wk 6. A- 6,100. Young 0"0 0-0 0. Totals: 26-62 6·21 78. 
Women's Basketball . Halftime-XU 38, YS 30, Rebounds -XU 44 
(Tuukkanen 10) YS 34 (Jones 15). Assists -
Xavier 78, Middle Tennessee 62 XU 15 (Kremer 5), YS 17 (Mccombs 7). 
Fri., Dec._5 Turnovers-XU2l, YS 15. 3-PointFG-XU. 
Las Vegas 4-18 (Hamberg3-8, Tuukkanen0-1, Kremer 
·Middle Tennesee (62) - Burrell J0-16 6-6 1-2,HughesO~S.Levandusky0-2), YS 10-18 
26, Smith 2-6 0-1 4, Blick J-5 0-0 2, Sneed O· (Kenneally 1-2, Mccombs 5-8, Majewski 4-
33-43, Neeley2-8 0-05,Chastain 2-7 0-04, 7, Rotunno0-1). Total Fouls-XU 16, YS 17 .. 
XU climbs .. to No •.. 7 
'' ' - • - ··-. .> 
· Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS EDITOR 
expectations but 
otir own." ·. 
In spite of 
the high ranking, 
Xavier was undaunted in it~ .. some , people 
first road test ofthe seilson; picking · fault XU for not 
up a 93-60 win over Western Ken- ·having a terribly 
tucky last Saturday. difficult schep- · · 
The 33 point margin of vie- ule. But no one 
tory tied the worst defeat the can. debate the · 
Hilltoppers had ever suffered in ease withwbich ·. 
Diddle arena. . the Mu~kies. · 
With the win, Xavier ad- have blown · ..
vanceditsrecordto5-Qwhileclimb-. through the,fr 
ingtwospotsin theAssociatedPress · first five games. 
Poll to No. 7. Xavier remained in The Western 
the. ninth spot in the USATodayl Kentuck.~."~ame 
ESPN Coaches Poll. · was no excep~ 
The seventh place ranking des ti on. 
the highestmark Xavier has ever T · h . e .. 
received in the AP Poll. In Decem- Hillt()ppers con- . 
ber 1958, Xavier, the reigning NIT nectedonathree 
Champions, climbed to seventh on ontheirfirstpos-
the strength of a 5~0 start. session, and hit 
In addition to the high rank- a pair of free 
ing, Xavier is one of four teams throws on their 
Xavier's Torraye Bra'ggs guards U.C. 's Bobby 
Brannen in last year's Crosstown Shootout. 
receiving first place votes in the secondtotakea5-0afterthefirst50 Johnson scored six of his 12 
balloting by media. seconds. points during Xavier's run. 
Dukesitsatopthepollwith49 ~.. However,Xaviertookoverat Western finally broke its dry 
firstplacevotes,andNorthCarolina that point, scoring 23 unanswered . spell with a layup from Maurice 
is in second with 19 votes for the top points over the next 1 o minutes. Strong with just over nine minutes 
spot. Third ranked Kansas and Western missed 16straightfieldgoal left in the half. 
Xavier both received one first place . attempts and committed nine turn- At halftime, Xavier held a 49-
vote as well. overs during Xavier's run~ 26 edge. Early in the second half, 
"ItoldourplayersonOct.18, "Thatwouldgettoanybody," XU came out looking to keep that 
'Don't care about the rankings,"' saidXavierforwardT.J.Johnsonof lead. Duringthebreak,Muskiehead 
saidXavierheadcoachSkipProsser. the run. "We could sense the game coach Skip Prosser reminded his 
"Our kids play basketball because was turning more in our favor, and team that the Hilltoppers put to-
they love to play basketball.· We we were able to play more at our gether a 20-5 run iQ the second half 
can't worry about anyone· else's tempo." · cont. on page 16 
1: .. !...-
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Gufs 'Collide' with success ·. . ' ' " .:.· __ ,.·.· ·,._, . ; . - ' .-. ' 
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN 
SPORTS' EDITOR 
Independent work got The 
Gufs a good portion of the .success 
the band has achieved to date. So it 
is not surprising that they responded·· · 
to the mediocre· success of their 
major labeled debut by releasing a 
fan-friendly disc on their own. 
. In November, the Milwaukee 
based Gufs released Collide Ses-
sions, an eighttrackEP of songs that 
did not make theirself-titled Atlan-
tic Records album. It contains four · 
previous} y released so11gs, an acous-
tic version of another song, and three 
brand new tracks. 
The Gufs signed with Atlan- · The Gufs are from Milwaukee. 
tic afterthe overwhelming success acousticversionearlierthisyearwith 
of their independent release Col- hopes that the song may be picked 
Lide. The first album for the label up for a soundtrack in Hollywood. 
included most of the songs from So far there have been no takers, but 
Collide, butfourweremissing. With radio listeners in Milwaukee arid 
only 5, 700 copies of their last inde- other areas are maki11g the song get 
pendent· release in existence, fans put into heavy rotation. 
same musical and lyrical creative 
juices that crafted Collide. 
In all the songs, the lead vo-
cals of Kralj float above his own 
rhythmic guitar playing and the 
band's lead guitar. Light percus-
sion work plays well With the flow-
ing bass guitar to build a solid and 
familiar framework for all the tracks. 
were yearning to get those other The Gufs were wise to release 
four tracks, and that prompted the these songs now instead of holding 
release of Collide Sessions with the ·· them until their new album comes The Gufs will head into the 
out sometime next year. The tracks studio sometime late in the winter to 
have the silllle sound as the ones start laying down tracks for a new 
from their Atlantic debut. The up- album. They are working with 25 
coming album will feature tracks 'songs for the new disc that is ex-
with a little har(jer, less pop-like . pected to come out sometime in:Iate 
helpofMilwaukee'sDon'tRecords. 
The first single of the new 
refoase, "For A Ride," is an acoustic · 
version of a song from their 1992 
all:iµ,m, Songs of Life. The sweet 
love song is only made better by this 
acoustic rendition. Powering the 
trackare the dulcet vocals of Goran 
Kralj that only enhance an already 
lyrically potent song. 
The . band put together the 
sound. · spring. 
, "Belong," "Someday Daugh- In the interim, Collide Ses-. 
ter" and "Emily," three of the re- sionswillserveagooddisctolisten 
released tracks, use pop sounds with ·to . while studying. Better yet, it 
a catchy refrains to entice listeners. would probably make agreat stock-
The new tracks flow from the ing stuffer this Christmas. 
Resurrected · 'Alien' dies 
Bv DAVE CAPPELLETTY 
FILM CRITIC 
It is rare in film to kill off the 
main character then to suddenly 
bring her back to life in the next 
episode. This sort of thing happens 
once or twice a year on a soap opera, 
but can it fly in the movies?· · 
Well 20th Century Fox cer-
tainly feels that it can, and actually 
try such a thing in the latestinstall-
ment of the. "Alien" series, "Alien 
Resurrection." 
Simply put, Lt Ellen Ripley 
(Sigourney Weaver) is cloned back 
to life. Aftertaking a swan dive into 
a vat of molten .iron i~ order to Sigourney Weaver loves those aliens. 
eradicate the alien, speeies in Ignoring the somber warnings expected nothing but the best. But 
"Alien3," it was believed that she frqm Ripley herself ("She'll breed. some of the most imaginative as-
(and thespecies) weredead forgood. You'll Die."), the G-men continue pectsWhedoncreatedwerecutfrom 
But lo and behold, the inter- to tinker with Pandora's Box, arid the finalproduct. · 
· galacticgovernmenthadotherplans accidentally ended up opening the The two outstanding things . 
for her. Afterobtaining-a vile of her · lid. Suddenly, all hell breaks loose from this film had to offer were 
blood, nearly 200 years after her as the aliens escape and proceed to mind blowing special effects and a 
death, they managed to clone Ripley annihilate anything that moves. stunning performance from 
and the baby alien qµeen within. From that point on, blood, Sigourney Weaver; 
Once removed, the alien is gore, and alien goo reign supreme. . • Butthis picture, like many of 
"safely" locked up and toyed with Once again, Ripley is called upon.to its summer predecessors,. suffered 
so that it can be.used;for the.rebirth. helpdestroythespeciesthatbrought from the curse that spedal effects · 
of the species and the chance forone about her own death. tend to have on movies today. They' 
heck of a deadly weapon. The se- "Resurrection" was bit of a, overemphasize what they can do · 
verity of what the (joctorsand offi- . but not an overall, disappointment. . with computers, butneglecttomesh 
cials were doing was truly unknown Afterreading the stunning script by . it all together into one, coherent 
to them. · Joss Wheadon nearly a year ago, I Eiece of work. 
I I 
On your FM dial 
It's a virtual Lollapalooza for WVXU this week as they host 
Over The Rhine and Monk, live at 91. 7 on your radio dial. 
Over The Rhine will be featured as a part of VXU' s 
Audiosyncracfos today at 3 p.m. Recently awarded the Ambassa-
dor of Cincinnati award at the 1997 Cincinnati Entertainment 
Awards, the stop by OTR is a part fo their Ephemera Tour. 
In addition to OTR's appearance, another local band can be 
heard on VXU' s airwaves. Monk, who just just produced their 
debut album, Quiver, can be heard Friday, Dec. 12 at 1 p.m. 
Don't be left behind 
A solo exhibition/installation of cermanic sculpturecreated 
entitled "remnants" can be viewed at the Xavier University Art 
Gallery in Cohen Center. . 
The ceramic sculptures have been created by Jacey Dunway 
and are on display until Dec. 19. For more information, contact the 
,·gallery at 745-381 l. 
No need to call ahead 
· "Without Reservations" is being held at the College Hill 
Coffee Company through Dec. 31. The exhibit features recent.works 
- by local artist and 1996 Xavier graduate Jennifer Fellinger. 
Exhibit hours run: . 
Mon.~Wed.: 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Thurs.: 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m., 6 p.m. - 10 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat.: 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m., 6 p.m. - midnight 
Sun.: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
For more information, caU542-2739. 
• • • 
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Things arc aho11110 gel u liulc hairy. 
An American Werewolf in Paris 
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Complimentary.movie passes and other goodies are 
available at the Newswire offices, at Cohe~ Center. 
.. •"1. f. 
Critics' .. choices • • 19~7's 10 be.st and:.:, 10 worst moVies 
BY DA VE CAPfELLETY 
AND DAN FUREY 
FILM CRITICS 
Like every year, 1997 gave us some 
good movies and some bad ones. From every-
thing we have seen, these are 10 films we feel . 
are worth rushing to see in theaters or on . 
video. 
• "L.A. Confidential" 
Introducing Aussie stars Russell Crowe 
and Guy Pearce to the mainstream, "L.A." 
could be the best film of 1997. 
• "Austin Powers: International Man 
Of Mystery" 
One of the funniest films from an alum- "L.A. Confidential" cou~d be the bestfilm of 1997. 
nus of "Saturday Night Live." It parodies. Hong Kong director John Woo brings Snowing off the vast talents. of writer 
every spy film ever made with nothing but us one of the best action-thrillers to date with and star, John Cusack, "Grosse Pointe" · 
success. incredible performances by both Nicolrui Cage offers 1997 one of its most creative films. 
•"The Ice Storm" and John Travolta. •"The Devil's Advocate'' 
Director Ang Lee captures the eel- · •"The Game" A movie that does not take·itself too 
ebrated novel in a powerful and humanist A by-the-seat-of-your-pants thriller that seriously, and delivers an excellent over-the-
fashion with the help of an amazing en- keeps you guessing every step of the way. top performance from Al Pacino and, oddly 
semble cast that includes Kevin Kline, •"The Full Monty" enough, Keanu Reeves. 
Sigourney Weaver,' and Joan Allen. . A hilarious look into the lives of five . This list is in· no particular order, and 
•"Donnie Brasco" men who are forced into becoming strippers does not include movies that are just coming 
A masterful film about the mafia in the once their plant closes down. out like "Titanic" or "Amistad." 
• "Contact" 
On the other hand, here are 10 movies 
that should be avoided at all costs. 
• "Playing God" 
more than torture. 
•"Steel" 
It stars Shaquille O'Neal. What? 
";Kazaam'' wasn't.bad enough Qtat they l~t 
him star in another movie? · · ' 
• "Double Team" 
We can't think of a dumber mix of.stars 
than Jean-Claude Van Damme. and Dennis 
Rodman. This one fans flat on its face. 
•"A Life Less Ordinary" . 
The makers of ''Trainspotting" take a 
: short down-fall with their odd and confusing 
tale oflove. 
. • "Speed 2" 
Not even going to grace this with a 
comment. 
• ''Batman and Robin" 
The only bright spot about this· film is 
. Uma Thurman . 
. •''Meet Wally Sparks" 
The only good movie that Rodney 
Dangerfield has ever been in was 
"Caddyshack." 
• "Most Wanted" 
Keenan Ivory Wayans as a hit man. He 
should stick to his job as an Arsenio 
impersonator ... .I mean talk show host. 
• "Air Bud" 
. A movie about a dog playing basket-
ball. Enough said. 
• ''The Beautician and the Beast" 
, '70s. Johnny Depp is fantastic as FBI star Joe 
Pistone. Also it is probably the best work by 
Al Pacino· since "The Godfather" series & 
that includes his Oscar performance in "Scent 
of a Woman." 
• ."Face/Off' · 
An adaptation of Carl Sagan's best seller 
of the same name, this film brings science-
fiction to new heights by opening our imagi-
. nations to the concept of life in .outer space. 
• "Grosse Pointe Blank" 
David Duchovny as a hard-nosed, drug . 
addicteq doctor with obnoxious one-liners is 
Fran Drescher is nothing but a waste of 
perfectly good air. 
A.II I want for X -01as • IS ••• 
BY STEVE SMITH 
DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
Blowfish, Matchbox 20, The Verve. Pipe, 
Better Than Ezra, Edwin McCain Band, 
Jackopierce, and ·vertical Horizon Gust~ to 
name a fow) have all appeared on Aware 
discs. 
Rushing down the stairs Christmas Thetrickis, theyappearedonthedisc's 
morning-is easily oiieofthe top highlights before they signed major label deals. Aware 
eac!'J year. Younger days drew me to the founder Greg Lauerman has an ear for fresh 
· biggest presents that la'.y under the tree, now, new bands, so don't be left behind or deny 
older and wiser days ~ead me straight to the your loved one's the early lead on the next hit 
stocking that hang from the fireplace. For it band. They'll never forgive you. 
is here that they besfgifts can be found, but CMJ New Music Monthly: Simply 
often the most difficulfgifts to buy. the best magazine out there for music minded 
So, in lieu of this knowledge, I have college students. Sure Rolling Stone, Spin, 
BY LAUREN MOSKO 
ASST. DIVERSIONS EDITOR 
My eyes snapped open, the result of my 
mind being wound up like a jack-in-the-box. 
· I oriented myself and fumbled for my alarm 
clock. 5:30 a.m. YES! It's technically 
morning, and every kid knows that mom and 
dad are allowed a max of four hours sleep on 
Christmas-just so they. look great for the 
photo album, raccoon-eyed and hooked up to 
a coffee l.V. 
taken it upo~ myselffo. help you, the dedi- and Billboard Magazine are efficient guides -. I vaulted out of bed; it was time to go 
cated Newswire and updates of the check out the 
reader, out this musicworldandits 
holiday ·season happenings, but 
with some help- CMJ is so much 
ful ideas from more. 
the Diversions The New 
vault: Music Bible, 




bake ovens or re-
mote control·· cars 
for this Diversions 
gal.) 
I waded 
Smoking Sec~ more appropriate. through the socks · 
tion, . Meen ·title to this monthly and sports bras un-
Green: Up and· magazine. · Filled til I.found the ob'- ' 
comirig rap star with bre~ng art::.. i-ject of my heart's 
thatwillp1:1tyou ists,dozensofdisc~ desire; ·A Red-
in a groove with reviews', solid fea- .Ryder BB gun? 
his beats and tures,andafr~eCD No! ("You'll shoot:",. 
style. Highly. with every maga~ youreyeout,kid!") 
does it recap the band's five Elektra albums, 
it· also contains. B sides and pr~viously 
· unreleased, live footage. . 
Surfacing, Sarah McLachlan: This 
woman is amazing. I feel inferior in the 
presence of her art. .. · 
Living in Clip, Ani Difranco:.· 1997 
must have been the year of the compilation. 
This two-disc live show recording is as close 
to the fury and flight of Ani as one can get 
without going to a concert. · 
Live at Red Rocks 8.15.95, Dave 
Matthews Band: One more double-disc to 
make this 'best of list complete. 
Everyone knows that I worship the cre-
ative genius of 








for those who 
want to keep up · 
.. with what's go-
ing on and· still 
. believe rap has 
' soul. 
praised by his . zine, CMJ lacks: :A shoe box con- .· Swingers, 
peers and numerous , .. . . . Meen Green absolutely nothing. taining some of this Dave Maithews Band the soundtrack: 
rap magazines, this new¢.61ner shines with his Become an avid CMJ reader and you '11 be up year's best discs: The music that follows a group of guys on. 
debut ~lbum The Smok/ng Section and· will to date on .everything in the muse world from. Galore, Cure: This 'best of' compila-· their quest for a nightlife; Swingers features 
make serious waves iri t~:erap industry. Need news· to new tunes. The disc· is filled with tion features the old ("Lullaby," ''Lovesong," jazz, swing; and blues hitS from King Floyd, · 
another reason to buy it?';.,Pormer Diversions artists featured in that month's issue and will · "Pi~tures . of . you") and new ("Mint car," · Louie Jordan, and Big Bad Voodoo Daddy, to 
Editor and rap experL$oren Baker highly · let you get a jump start on what! s soon to be" "Wrong number"); the popular ("Friday, I'm name a few. (If you 're really lucky, you 'II get' 
recommends The Smoking, Section and Meen hot. in· love") and the obscure ("Fascination the movie, too.) 
Green's label mate, VoOdoo, debut album The magazine retails for $4.99 on the street"). Merry Christmas, Bing Crosby: -OK. 
Dark Regions. Both 'ctis¢s can be found on newsstand, but you can .get a subscription of Even if you own every Cure album and So this was made in 1961; but it's stillt:he best 
PatchwerkRecords. ,. · 12 issues for $39.95. That's 12 CDs and 12 . have your Robert Smiih voice down pat, this Christmas album ever. 
Aware Records:~'.·: ·A.ny one of t~e six months ofgreat reading for a darn good price~ is a must-have. . · · · · . . This is by no means~ exhaustive listdf · · 
AwareCompilations~asurehitforaChrist- Don'tpass this one up, the subscription card. Deathto thePixies(1987-J991): An-· '97s cream ·of the crop~ but Santa's on a 
mas gift. Heck, buy alfsix and give a box set fits nicelyin a stocking, and every monththh · other indispensable anthology. budget, too; you know. · . · · · · · 
·of exciting new music°UTh~ label's slogan is person you buy it for will be reminded of your • . One cannot. call him or herself a true Have a great Christmas break,· Xavier, 
''The future of music::iidw;'' and to this day kindness when their new CMJ arrives at the Pooes fan without this twO-:.disc set; Not only and steerclearofHansori' s Chris.tmas album! 
it's been accurate~· Meg~~s~s f!o()tie and the: door. 
BY DAVE CAPPELLETTY 
' AND DAN FUREY 
FILM CRITICS 
. Christmasbreakisagreat,time 
· to relax, open presents; and forget 
all the knowledge that you gained 
from the prevfous semester. Other 
than that, what elseis there to do? 
Most of the time you are stuck 
listening to grandma go on and on 
about the good times, or you are 
trying to live through the unbear- .. 
able hangover thanks to a night of 
incessant drinking. · 
Well during this "down-time," 
here are a few options. You can 
either venture to the local theater 
and check out the new holiday sea-
son blockbusters, or you can stay at 
home and rent a few classics while 
eating another Christmas ham sand-
wich. 
This holiday season, drama 
seems to be the mood of the cinema. 
First and foremost is the most 
awaited film of the year, ''Titanic." 
The film about a young couple fall-
ing in love aboard tJ:ie doomed ves-
sel, is sure to be instant hit: Also 
.. worth seeing is Steven Spfolberg's 
'latest film "~stad/' about the slave 
revolt aboard the ship of the same 
name, and "The .Boxer" which re-
. un.ites director Jim . Sheridan and 
actor Daniel Day-Lewis in a film 
.. about an IRA member who returns 
home after 14 years of imprison-
ment, and takes up boxing. 
There are two must see action 
Actors from "Amistad" stand around. 
Comedies do not seem to be Griswold family, and one of the 
on the menu for this Christmas sea- best, laugh-out-loud Chris,tmas com-
son. If you find Tim Allen the least edies. 
bit humorous, then you might like "Trading Places" with Eddie 
his· attempt at being Amish in "For Murphy and Dan Akroyd is not your 
Richer or Poorer." Other than that, average holiday movie, butisanote-
it looks like the winter months will worthy comedy that will keep you 
bedevotedtodramaandactionfilms. laughing until New Year's. 
Finally, if you enjoyed the . Ifyou are interested in an ex-
original "Scream," then "Scream 2" tremely unlikely, yet touching 
(with much of the same cast and Christmas tale, Tim Burton's "Ed-
director) might be the biggest thriller ward Scissorhands" is another solid 
of the year. choice. 
Videos are a different story. For the action lover in you, 
There are a handful of good Christ- "Die Hard" is perfect holiday movie . 
mas movies that deserve a holiday as well that might make you think 
viewing. The usual staples of about going to the next Christmas · 
"Miracle on 34th Street" and "It's A party . 
Wonderful Life" are obvious Forthechildinallofus, there 
choices, but they will be on televi- is always "The Grinch Who· Stole 
sion neariy 24 hours a day so why Christmas" and those campy films 
bother. about Rudolph the Red Nosed Rein-
The essential Christmas deer and Frosty ~e Sn()wman t~at 
movie is "A Christrna8' Story.;' A will immediately bring you back to .· 
hilarious look into a child's hellish your youth. - ., 
experience with his·family during Though the.hoiidays may get 
. movies coming out as· well. First 
off, the much anticipated film 
"Jackie Brow~>;', about a call girl 
who steals $500,000 brings Quentin 
Tarantino and Samuel L. Jackson 
Christmas is a definite must see. dreary at . times, just head to the 
Another Christmas· cla8sic is cinema or the nearest video store 
back together. And Pierce Brosnan "National Lampoon's Christmas and ~njoy the time off from school 
reprises his role as James Bond in Vacation." .This film brings tis back & the family. 
''Tomorrow Never Dies." to spend the holidays with the 
BackBy Popular Demand- FHday Night Fever 
The best of '70s; '80s, '90s dance music 
Every FrL "'.' LADiES NIGHT! Free 
Admission for the ladies in before 1 lpm 
Eyecy Sunday- SUNDAY NIGHT FEVER 
- . 
·. . " 
The home of the' best disco in town 
Every Fri. & Sun. $1. 00 Drinks 
. . . . . . 
. ' 









·9 p;m. No 
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charge! 
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Fri. Dec. 12 
Kiss The Girls, 
In & Out, 
Men In Black, 
& Red Corner 
Crosstown 
Shootout 
Sat .. Dec. · 13 
Doors open at 
4:1SXUvs.UC 
Show Xavi~r ID & get free a~issi.~:m on Thu':'5d?YS, after 9 p.m. 
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* PEOPLE ORIENTED 
* COMPUTER ORIENTED 
* WILLING TO LEARN 
· * POSITIVE ATTITUDE. 
* DESIRE TO EXCEL 
Base Salary + Commission + Benefits 
Fax Resume to (513) 942-0506 
or Call (5J3) 942-0501 
,• ut." . 
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D'ON'T. MISS. THIS SHOWH .. 
. c:oMING TO THE TAFT THEATRE 
GET TIX AT THE TAFT, TICKETMASTER OR CALL 562-4949 




Itis the lastlnternational Cof-
fee Hour of the semester. Don't 
miss it at 3:30 p.m. in the Nieporte 
Lounge in CBA . · 
game. So, pregame at Dana's after 
the women's game, before the men's 
game, and after the game. · 
The men's basketball game 
against the school on the other side 
of town. is at the GARDENS. Tip 
off is at5 p.m. and the game wiH be 
ori WCPO, channel 9. 
December 15 
.~ over b;teak 
·· ... ·· :.· · · · · · . : December 20 
December 17: · · · · · 
No need to go loo~ng:for this. 
•week's Newswire. There fan't one. 
The staff need~ to study.too .. ' 
Thewomen' s basketball team 
wm p~ay in the fieldhouse at 2 p.m. 
against-Northern Illinois. 
~ ·._. 
The men's basketball team 
....•. One more d~y'Ofexams, We .wiH be at the Market Square Arena 
belie~einyou. · · · .. . · in Ihdianapolis playing Purdue at 7 
. . 
thursday 
December .18 ' 
. Finally, finals are ov~~. Pa~k 
up your belongings and· take ·the 
journey home. Enjoy a cup of egg 
nog in front ofa fire and relax. Have 




December 2 7 
For all of those who love to . Take a lucky guess about what 
give instead of get during the holi- is going on tonight!! Join in the fun· 
day season, the adopt-a-family gifts in your own special, unique way. 
are due to the Commuter Info Desk. · 
Stiidy break! The world( okay, 
campus) famous, midnight break-
fast will be available from 9 p.m.-
midnight. This is an early breakfast 
to help you study, served to you by 
the professors that are the:{ cause of 
your unnecessary stress. 
For those staying in town: 
The men's basketball team 
will be at the Gund Arena in Cleve-
land. They are playing DePaul in 
the Gatorade Rock 'n' Roll Shootout 
at 7 p.m. 
Please mark your wrapp~d gifts with 
the secret code so that the grown-
ups don't get baby pajamas. 
The Cincinnati Ensemble 
Theatre presents the opening of''The 
Frog Princess." Call 421-3555 for 
tickets .. 
thursday 
. . . 
Dece.mber 11 
tuesday sun day 
December 16 
December 14 
Take as many study breaks as 
· This is designated . recovery you feel necessary. There are only 
and study day. Drink lots of water, two e:ic.am days left. You can do it! 
and don't forget to eat. 
The Festival of Lights are still. 
"Hark, the Harold Angles Sing!" is 
opening at 8 p.m. at the Dance Hall 
in Corryville. It is playing every 
night for the next six nights .. 
The ever famous ballet, ;"The 
Nutcracker,'.~ is opening at Cincin-
nati Music Hall. Dreams of sugar 
plums or dreams of large toy sol-




New Year~ s Eve. Be safe 
wherever you wm be celebrating. 
We would like to see you come back 
next semester. 
January 1, 1998 
Happy New Year s 
·Day. 
. January 12 
The last 1 o p.m. Mas~ of the at the zoo. It is best to, go at night, 
semester is in Bellarmine Chapel.' . and dress warm. Don't forget to say · 
Wearyout Su~day best to celebrate. "Hi" to Santa on his short visit from 
Christmas a little early with the the North Pole . 
. FREE FOOD IN ALTER Xavier community. . 
.The beginning of the 1998 
spring semester. Don't forget to 
think about buying books that will 
drain your budget for this year. 
LOBBY. A wonderful variety of "Whales" is still at the 
hre'i:tkfast foods will be made avail- . . Study, Study, Study/Study.· Omnimaxand wouldbeagreatstudy 
You are supposed to be out of 
the residence. halls 24 hours after 
·your last exam. If you. are still 
hanging around;)~ou hav.e till noon. 
··bl b twee. g:···dll ·.Th···1• • Sleepwithvisionsofsugarolums ,break .. Itisonlya45!,Ilinuteshow, a e e n an . a.m. s ts . .• . . .· .. · . . . . . . . . x 
1 
" ·· h . f, d · 
·tohelpyouin'anysortofway'dufing~· dancfog in your•head. . eavmg eno.ug time .Qr,stu ymg., 
your last Thursday class of the se~ · · 
. mester. If it doesn't, it is your own 




Holiday cheer .will be spread . 
in the Grille with music, food, arid 
drinks. They are having Happy Hour 
from4-7p.m: with beer, wine, mock 
drinks, and· a fine array of edibles. 
Christmas music will be playing in 
the background to get everyone in 
the holiday spirit. 
saturday· 
December 13 
It is the official beginning of 
exam week. May the force be with 
all of you. 
Women's basketball is asim-
portant as any other basketball on 
this campus. They play Butler at 1 
p.m. in the fieldhouse. T!lerefore, 
you have plenty of time to go to their 
game and cheer before you go any- · .. ··. 
where else. 
. MembersoftheNewswfrewill . 
be on WL W 700 AM. Tbey ~in try · 
to explain to University of Cindn:. 
nati students· why our. school and . , 
basketball team are better than theirs~ 
""I:' 
SPRING BREAK 
'98-Sell Trips, Earn Cash, & 
Go Free!! Student Travel Services 
is now hiring campus reps group 
. organizers, Guaranteed, lowest 
prices to Jamaica;· Mexico, & 
Florida; Visit us ~ 
www.ststravel.com or · 
call 1-800~648-4849 
APARTMENT FOR RENT · 
Apartment for rerif near 
· Xavier. Call 272-3160. · ,. 
HOUSE FOR RENT · 
7 bedrooms, 4 full baths, 
.. huge s,ide porch, new kitchen. 
Available in August. $900/mon. 
Call 281-3863 
GRAND CAYMEN ISLAND 
. CONDO . .•• .· .. 
2 bedroom, :2 baths, sleeps 
6. Seven mile beach,April18 - 25, 
199et $1,800 .. ·ca11624-9214 
CHILD CARE WANTED· .. 
for two children in ourTerrace 
·· · Park (locatednearMilford) home. 
After school from3-6pmonMon., 
Tues;, andWed,•$9/hr.: 
Call 831~4012 in eve11ings. 
CLEVELAND/AKRON 
STUDENTS 
Great part-time job 




NEED HO Li DAY $$$ 
ALLIED SECURITY has 
. immediate permanent and 
temporary positions available 
offers FLEXIBLE h.ours and 
EXCELLENT pay for its employ-
ees during the school year and 
summer break. 8-40 hours per 
week. Jobs average $6.50 - $10/ 
hour. Call Brian or Tommy Toll-
Free 800-376-5388. Please call 
us during your winter break to 
interview and apply. 
· during the holiday season through-
out the Cincinnati area. Pay 
starts up to $7 .50 per hour 2nd 
& 3rd shifts available. Call 
.nowlll Starts this weekl 
(513) 771-3776 
. .. 
. XAVIER STUDENTS OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING/DORMATORY.1998 
t) One to five individually private 
rooms "dormatory-style," , 
2) Rooms are for one or two semes 
ters, which are occupied by Xavier 
students; consequently, will be 
available for viewing January and 
February of 1998. 
3) Kitchen and dining area acces 
sible; with the'useof refrigerator 
and stove. 
4) All utilities furnished; including heat 
· · and air-conditioning. · 
5) Each studentresponsible for their 
own telephone and cable 
connections. ' 
Call 513~221 ·6140 
EOE M/FN/D 
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 
Earn $500 - $1,000 weekly 
stuffing envelopes. For details • 
RUSH $1 with SASE to: GROUP 
5, 6547 N Academy Blvd. Dept. N, 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 80918. 
. HOUSES FOR RENT 
3 & 4 bedroom houses both 
walking distance from campus. 
Kelly Company 321-0043 
or 241-9421 
.• .:., ,. 
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Muskies top 'Toppers Write forthe 
cont. from page 10 
against then-No. 2 Kansas· before 
the Jayhawks pulled away fora13 
point win. · 
Western hit two threes on two 
attempts to start the second half, and 
outscored Xavier 19~5 in the first 
five minutes of the half. Xavier 
responded by hitting big shots, in-
cluding a pivotal pair of threes from 
Gary Lumpkin and James Posey to 
quell the Hilltopper charge. 
times against WKU, upping the sea- The game will be televised on 
sonaverageto 18.8pergame. Xavier WCPO~Ch. 9 in Cincinnati. 
is lookingtokeepthatnumbercloser Xavier's .. games with St. 
to 15 per game. Bonaventure on Jan. 3 and La Salle 
. The Musketeers are also con- on Jan. 7 will also be on WCPO. 
tinuingto work on their defensive XU's game with DePaul in Cleve-
game. "We're playing _in spurts," · land will be on Fox Sports Ohio. · 
said Johnson. "O~ whole th~ng is With the exception· of the 
to press, press, press. But we· need Butler game at home Dec. 30, ail of 
to get better in our half-court de- Xavier's game over the break will 
feilse.'; be broadcast• on 50,000 ;watt 
-Newsw-ire next 
sellle~ter and pay off · ! 
your Christmas bills. f 
Call 745~3607 ~ 
"We knew they were going to 
make a run," said Xavier's leading 
scorer· Lenny Brown. "W~ just 
wanted to offset it. We know we 
have to stick together and play hard 
for 40 minutes." 
Xavier will face a tough stretch supei:station 700 WL W. 
heading into the opening of the con-
"We talked about playing in 
their gym," said Prosser. "We've 
been in thei~ shoes. We knew we'd 
have to match their fire with fire of 
our own." 
As has been the case after-the 
previous four wins, the Muskies felt 
after the game they still have work 
to do. In particular, Xavier wants to 
work on improving its ball-handling. 
The Muskies turned the ball over 22 
ference slate on Jan. 3 at St. 
Bonaventure. 
Highlighting the stretch of 
games over the holiday break will 
be the Dec. 20 showdown with 
Purdue in Indianapolis. The eighth 
ranked Boilermakers have lost two 
games this" season, one to No. 2 
North Carolina, and the other to No. 
4 Kentucky. 
· Purdue returns its top eight 
player~ from lastyear's squad. The 
Boilers are one of the few teams the 
Musketeers will face that may be 
able to match Xavier's outstanding 
athleticism. · 
STUDENT SALES POSITION 
Professional Computer Consulting Firm looking for enthusiastic 
part time Sales Associate for direct and phone marketing 
High Earning potential for . 
::c.Motivated & Aggressive Associatt:s 
Custom Software Development 
Dest Available Job Oriented Visual Dasie, Oracle & Lotus 
Notes Training 
Learn about our FREE Computer Training Program · 
("No Job, No Fee Plan", Restrictions Apply) 
· A Co~puGe~ Learning C,e~ter, LL(: 
2509 Fairview Ave., Cincinnati, QH, 45219. 
Phone: (513) 333-0CLC (0252) FAX: (513) 333-0407 
Pauer: 972-8296 or 230-2209 <Near UC_and.DeacoriessL . 
Xavier Area Resident's Special 
Medium 1 Topping Pizza $ 5. 00 
· Large Cheese Pizza $ 5 . OQ 
Buffalo Wings.$ 3 .. 5 0 
Bread Sticks $,. 99 
Thin crust or original dough only please 
Deep Dish crust & additional.toppings add $.99 
No coupon necessary,- pick-up or delivery 
·-._,, . .'-· 
,/~ -· 
· . STUDENT DISCOU'NTS MAY APPLY . 
~. ' 
If you're a math whiz, you'll know it's a ireat deal 
(If.you're not, well, you can come along, too.) 
Hey, we all know that 
college students don't have a 
lot of money to throw around. 
That's where Amtrak® can 
help. We can get you home for 
the holidays to see 
family and friends· with low 
_ fares and special student 
discounts. Student Advantage 
members save 15% on our 
already low fares. To see how 
much you can save 
call your travel . agent or 
1-800-USA-RAIL. Trains 
depart from the . Amtrak 
station at Museum Center at 
Union Terminal, 
1301 Western Ave, 
Cincinnati; OH. 
1-800-96-AMTRAK 
~Fares shown are each way based on round-trip purchase _apply to co~ch travE!I only and are subject to availability. Reservations may be 
-required. No multiple discounts. Blackout dates may apply, Fares, schedliles and _restrictions are subject to change without notice> · ... 
·A M T R A K® 
· · w-Ww.amfrak.com. ·. 
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